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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

V o lu m e
t

2 1 ..

w .R o m ,n .D .,

C o lle g e v ille ,
TQ C. DETWILER,

P a .,

Thoreans, the Emersons, and the Haw
thornes, were her early companions
and had much to do in shaping her
future.
Miss Alcott was tall, strongly built.
Her face shows marked individuality
rather than beauty. She had a wealth
of brown hair which she wore parted
and drawn low over her ears. She
was of a quick, passionate tempera
ment, sympathetic and loving in dis
position. She sacrificed for literature
not only all ambitious dreams, and
leisure, but even health itself. She so
keenly felt that it was her mission to
contribute to the "wants of the family
that she did ail this out of her sacrific
ing love for the dear ones about her.
Among her other works are: “Little
Men,” “Eight Cousins,” “Rose in
Bloom,” “Joe’s Boys,” “Jack and
Jill,” “Work.”
She died at Boston, March 6, 1888,
on the day of her father’s funeral, of
whose death she was ignorant.
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DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT

O c to b e r

3 1 ,
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But the woman was useful to them ; expecting such a surprise for his un tables showing the causes, durations, is undoubtedly increasing generally,
and,
when plentifully supplied with sociable passenger ; so when the shot location and cost of these labor dis although there was a marked diminu
V e te rin a ry S u rg e o n ,
drink,
there was no crime too black gun appeared, with three others, and turbances, and also gives many other tion of such use in the year 1894, ow
’P
h
on
e
N
o
.
5.
IRONBRIDGE,
PA
TRAPPE, Pa. OfBce at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.
for her wicked heart, nor scheme too accompanied by and order to “throw facts of interest bearing upon strikes ing to the hard times. The use of
Dentistry and Surgical Operations a specialty
Lameness treated. Office : At residence of Enos
deep for her cunning brain. If she down them ribbons and throw up them and lockouts. One of tbe most import gold for purposes of adornment,
H. Detwiler.
14mar.ly
JMT ¥. WEUER, M.
possessed a single redeeming trait, no bands,” be was himself so completely ant tables given is that’relating to the which is almost its only use except as
one had been able to discover it.
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
surprised that he obeyed without
T X F . KEELEY,
causes of strikes. This statement money, rises and falls according to the
Durango was ablaze with the glory word of protest.
EVANSBURG, PA.„ OfBce Hours* — Until 9
shows that more than a fourth of them prosperity of the nations. It is an
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
VETERINARIAN,
of frontier life—a glory which comes
If he was surprised at this sudden were caused by a refusal to accede to article of luxury. These uses in the
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA. Graduate of th
but once in the lifetime of a new town. appearance of road-agents, he was a demand for increase of wages, over United States, according to the calcu
University of Pennsylvania. All diseases of
A. KRIMEN, M. D.,
But
there was then little regard felt really dumfounded at what followed thirteen per cent, for a refusal to con lations of the mint, were about $19,domesticated animals treated. The dehorning
E
of cattle attended to.
17jan.
for
the
future by the fortune hunters For five minutes there was a rattle of cede a reduction of hours, and more 000,000 in 1093, but fell to $13,500,000
H o m e o p ath ic P hysician,
who
swarmed
the streets and filled up shotguns, as if a miniatnre battle were than eight per cent, by the determina in 1894. Very likely tbe consumption
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours: —Until
LVIN S. YOCUM,
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. m.
the hotels and held high revelry in the being fought.
When it was all over tion of employers to reduce wages. of the present year will equal or ex
saloons and dance balls of that new two stage-robbers were fatally wounded Three thousand, six hundred and ceed that of 1893. On tbe other hand,
P ra ctica l H orse C lipper,
Q B. HORNING, JX. 1>.,
WORCESTER, PA. Horses clipped at owners
camp.
and the other two surrendered to twenty, or almost eight per cent, of the product of the gold mines of the
stables if desired. Work satisfactory and
Honest men with capital, seeking to Sheriff Barne3r—and tbe man of straw the strikes were caused by sympathetic United States, according to the esti
terms reasonable.
Will be at Perkiomen
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
Bridge on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
double their investments in a fortnight on the inside was literally shot to action with other strikes, and 1,688 mate for 1895, will be $46,000,000
days. v i .
10oc2m.
EVANSBURG, PA.
Telephone in office.
stood on the same level
of pieces. And this is the way it all were occasioned by the employment of against $39,500,000 in 1894. The
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
association
with
the
horse
thief
and
happened, as Bloomer himself was non-union men.
South African product is estimated at
L i t e r a r y S o c ia l.
the road agent. Mine prompters and fond of teljing it :
J^K. B. F. PLACE,
The industries most affected by the same figure as that of the United
gamblers drank over the same bar.
“ You see, they didn’t put me on strikes in the past seven and a half States, $46,000,000 ; that of Australia
CONDUCTED BY
D entist,
The
crack
of
the
stage-driver’s
whip
Never
seen a sheriff yet that thought years were the building trades with at $43,000,000, and that of Russia at
FRANCES G. MOSER.
was but the echo of the pistol shot.
a stage-driver had nerve enough to 20,785 establishments involved. After $29,000,000. These four countries pro
811 De KALB 8 t „ NORRISTOWN, Pa.
All communications should be addressed to
John France stood leaning with his play his hand out a game like that these in the order of importance came duced three-fourths of the world^s
Room 6 and 7, Second Floor. Full sets of teeth, “ Literary
Social” in care of the I n d e pe n d en t
$5 to $10. Teeth extracted by new process or gas. and
back against the end of the bar in the an’ I don’t know but a feller would git coal and coke, clothing, tobacco, food annual yield.
reach this office not later than Thursday of
each week.
saloon attached to the leading hotel of leetle bit rattled a-wonderin’ how he’s preparations, stone quarrying, etc.
Qheape§t Dentist in Norristown.
The names of contributors must invariably
the town. His hands were thrust into a-goin’ to come out at tbe end o’ the
Out of a total of 10,488 strikes in
THE CHINESE DOCTOR.
accompany all correspondence, not necessarily
for
publication
but
as
a
guarantee
of
good
faith
the
side pockets of his sack coat, game. I t’s purty ticklish bizness to the entire country for this period,
N. S. Borneman, D. D. S.,
while his face wore a puzzled look. be a sittin’ on a stage through the 5,909, or to exceed fifty-six per cent., HE KILLED THE SNAKE IN THE P A TIE N T ’S
809 S w ed e S t r e e t , (first house
BY LEW IS H. EDDY.
Little Women.
John France’s handkerchief was miss long, dark hours o’ the night ’n occurred in twenty-six of the principal
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a.
BODY W ITH A PIN .
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
Four little chests all in a row
ing. That was a mere incident, yet he aguessin’ whether yer goin’ ter drive cities, while of the establishments in
“Muerte
a
los
gringos
I”
Dim with dust and worn by time,
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide
back er ride ’n a box. But the way it volved in lockouts over sixty-one per
Black Rosa’s small, angular form continued to look puzzled.
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
“ When I was acting American con
All fashioned and filled long ago
“Going
back
to
the
mine
in
the
all
happened was like this :
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
cent, occurred in these cities. Fifty- sul at Amoy, China,” said Mr. W. E.
By children now in their prime.
shook
with
rage.
Her
face
grew
blacker
#3 to $10. English and German spoken.
Four little keys bung side by side,
“You see that kid w’at stole the nine per cent, of the establishments Fales, “one of employees fell sick with
than its natural hue, if that were morning ?” asked the clerk of the
With faded ribbons, brave and gay
hotel
a
minute
later,
as
France
aphandkerchief
done, that fer a blind engaged in strikes were closed on an a severe attack of rheumatism. He
possible. Trembling in every nerve,
J JR . FRANK BKANDRETH,
When fastened there with childish pride
proached
the
desk
and
asked
for
His
ol’
woman
she put him on. She average of twenty-two days, and sixty- stood the pain bravely for three days,
she glared viciously, and shook a long,
Long ago on a rainy day.
(Successor to Dr. Chas. Ryckman,) ,
writing
material.
writes
a
note
ter
France ’n’ tells the four per cent, of those engaged in refusing all ‘foreign devil medicine,’
Four little names, one on each lid,
bony finger in the faces of the group
“Yes, sure 1”
D EN TIST,
Carved out by a boyish hand ;
kid to drap it in his pocket ’n’ steal lockouts for an average of thirty-five and on the fourth day sent for a native
of miners who, with jests and jeers,
And underneath there lieth hid
ROYERSFORD, PA.
Practical Dentistry at
“Stage leaves at 2 o’clock.”
his handkercher er anything else he days, the loss of time in other cases physician. The latter duly arrived
bad met her supplications for charity.
honest prices.
Histories of the happy band
“
Well, call me a half-hour earlier, could git his hands on, ’n’ then kinder being only temporary. In each case
“ Get out of this 1” one shouted.
Once playing here, and pausing oft
and began preparations for treatment
and don’t, for your head, let me miss loiter roun’ so’s to git caught. Well there were a few establishments closed of the malady, which he announced to
To hear the sweet refrain
G. HOBSON,
“ We have had enough of you.”
That came and went on the roof aloft
“She’s got plenty of money,” cried the stage. 1 must be at tbe mine to sir, that ol’ Black Rosa was a corker. permanently.
be due to the presence of a ‘darting
In the falling summer rain.
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
morrow by all means. By the way, I She gives the whole snap away in the
Success was gained by the employes snake’ in the sufferer’s body. Incense
another.
*
#
*
*
NORRISTOWN - a n d ■'- COLLEGEVILLE
“Wears diamonds in the city,” have lost a large, white, silk handker note, ’n’ she tells France ter have tbe in over forty-three per cent, of the sticks were ligbted and placed just
All legal business attended to promptly. FirstFour little chests all in a row,
chief, with a black border. Look out boy put in jail, ’n’ tbat’d be a tip fer strikes, partial success in over ten pe outside the door, and also in the room.
sneered a third.
class Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
Dim with dust and worn by time ;
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.
her that he gets the note. Then she cent., while the remaining forty-six per A pack of firecrackers was set off and
Four women taught by weal and woe
“Get o u t! No beggars allowed 1” for it.”
A few minutes later, while Fiance sets up a howl ’n’ throws the gang off, cent, were failures. Over forty-eight a talismanic paper pasted to the wall.
To
love
and
labor
in
their
prime
;
they
all
shouted.
»WARD E. EON«,
Four sisters parted for an hour,—
“ Muerte a los gringos l” repeated was still busy writing, Sheriff Barney an’ havin’ bin drinkin’ considerable ’n’ per cent, of the lockouts succeeded This was done to drive away evil
None lost, one only gone before,
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
the woman, with a shriek which would approached him and presented a little feelin’ a leetle bit skeered that her play completely and over ten per cent, spirits a#nd attract good ones.
Made by love's immortal power
and N otary P u b l ic . Settlement of Estates a
Nearest and dearest evermore.
have chilled the blood of men unused Mexican chap, fn whose possession wouldn’t win, slie was knocked clean partially. The others were failures
“The doctor next door wrote a lot
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business.
had been found tbe silk handkerchief. out—excited—’n fainted on the dead In tbe successful strikes, 669,992 of characters on a thick piece of paper
Oh ! when these hidden stores of ours
to
her
vicious
ways.
The
crowd
O f f ic e :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House.
Lie open in the Father's sight,
“What shall I do with him ?” asked square.
persons were thrown out of employ with a vermilion pencil and set fire to
R esid en c e and E v e n in g O f f ic e :—North cor.,
pushed and jostled her, and laughed at
May they be rich in golden hours,—
Marshall & Stanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
the
sheriff.
ment, 318,801 in those partially sue it. It burned into a black ash, which
“So
France,
w’en
be
gits
tbe
ol’
her murderous denunciation.
Deeds that show fairer for the light £
“Lock
him
up,”
answered
the
cessful,
and 1,400,988 in those which was broken into a cup of water apd
woman’s
note,
he
just
quietly
lets
jyjAYSfE R. EONGSTRETH,
Deeds whose brave music long 6hall ring
Manager France, of the Bull
manager of the Bull Domingo, sternly, Barney in, ’n’ Barney he tells him bis failed. Of the total number of persons drunk by the patient. A great bowl
Like a spirit-stirring strain,
Domingo, heard the disturbance be “lock him up ! That is the little rascal
Souls that shall gladly soar and slug
system, ’n’ they plays it to win. When thrown out of employment by the of herb tea was made, of which a cup
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
tween the miners and the miserable who came to me a few minutes ago
In the long sunshine, after rain.
France
he goes up to he’s room, strikes 8.78 per cent, were females an hour was the allotted dose. The son
Land Title and Trust Company Building, 608
old woman as he come up the gulch.
— Louisa M ay Alcott.
begging for money. I gave him two Barney he goes ’n’ gits his team ’n’ and by lockouts 22.53.
and 610 Chestnut Street, Phlla., Pa.
*
of Aesculapius next bared the body of
*
*
“Here, my good woman,” said he,
Room 23.
Of the 10,482 strikes which occurred my servant and drove deep down into
Louisa May Alcott, who is uni vers- “here are two silver dollars. You had bits, and he shows his gratitude by meets France at the back-door, ’n’
they, goes out ’n’ lays for tbe gang. in the seven and a half years especially it at nine points a long needle moist
ally declared foremost of America’s better not stay around here,” he added, stealing my handkerchief.”
J C. W IL L IA M S ,
The
attention
of
the
loungers
about
S only one place on tbe road where a covered by the present report, 7,295 ened with peppermint. He did it with
story tellers, was born in German kindly, as she took the money and
tbe
hotel
office
was
attracted
to
these
job
o’ stage-robbin’ could be done ’n’ were ordered by labor organizations such skill in avoiding large blood
town, Pa., Nov. 29, 1832, on her father, called blessings upon bis generous
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
loudly spoken words of John France ; the robbers git away, an’ Barney he while of the 442 lockouts of the period
vessels that the hemorrhage was in
Room 36.
420 Walnut St., Phila , Pa. Amos Bronson Alcott’s 33d birthday. soul.
“The men are not used to giv
In 1834 the family removed to Boston, ing alms, and they will only treat you bat they did not hear what he said in knows the place, an’ that’s where they only eighty-one were ordored by significant. He then covered each
a-hurried undertone to the sheriff, so camps ’n’ waits for the gang—an’ they organizations of employers.
ARYEY E. SHOMO,
and in 1840 to Concord, Mass., where unkindly.”
acupuncture with a brownish paste,
there was a murmur of indignation gits ’em dead to rights.
Sixty-nine
percent,
of
all
the
strikes
most of her childhood was passed.
and this in turn with a piece of dark'
“He’d a better be savin’ them two against the man who would seek the
A tto rn ey a t L aw ,
“That inside passenger’s w’at knock and seventy-six per cent, of all the paper. He then collected his fee, 50
She
attended
an
old-fashioned
dis
dollars to help out the pay-roll of the punishment of a child for stealing a ed me cold. They puts the stageROYERSFORD, PA. All business entrusted to
lockouts of the seven and a half year cents, and departed.
trict school in Still River village, and Bull Domingo,” remarked a saloon
my care promptly attended to.
silk
handkerchief—and
that
after
it
agent
onto
the
play,
’n’
he
fixes
up
a
Patents and pensions.
4-11
period treated of occurred in the five
a small school kept in the Emerson’s keeper, who had been keeping a slate
“The sufferer soon fell into a sleep
had been returned.
straw man—w’at ye calls a dummy— States of Illinois, New York, Pennsyl and the next day announced that his
barn
by
Miss
Ford
;
but
her
education
for nearly three months for tlie accom
T M. ZIMMERMAN,
John France laughed and went to h ’ he loads him into the stage so’s to vania, Ohio and Massachusetts, Illinois
was principally received from her modation of workmen on that property.
pains had departed. He remained in
his
room, while the sheriff smiled, as fool me ’n’ the road-agents both.
Ju stic e o f th e P e a c e ,
taking the lead of the States in the his "bunk two more days, laughing,
father. Having a natural taste for
“I t’s a woman as always breaks a he always smiled in danger and out
“I reckon Black Rosa didn’t' know Union.
COLLEGEVILLE, P a. Legal Papers, Bonds, good literature, she found sufficient to
chatting, smoking cigarettes and once
Deeds, <Scc., executed and acknowledgements
ucker’s heart,” urged a miner. And and led the boy away. The crowd how near she was a-callin’ the turn
read in his library.
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
or
twice using the opium pipe, and
then the crowd fell to discussing the looked puzzled.
business generally attended to. The
A SMART WOMAN.
w’en she prescribed death for gringos.
Her
first
poem
was
written
at
the
then
reported as being well. He left
clerking of sales a specialty.
material afiairs of a camp, and for a.
“He bad my boy locked up, did he 1” She didn’t git tbe ones she was after
age of eight, as follows :
the
paste
and paper in place until they
time forgot the Mexican woman, who shrieked Black Rosa when the details ,in tbe fust place, but I reckon the
HOW SHE FRIGHTENED AWAY A PER
JOHN S HUNSICKER,
fell
off.
The
skin was smooth and the
“ Welcome, welcome, little stranger,
occasionally came up from Durango on of this little episode were related to death of her ol’ man ’n’ Pete Johnson
SISTENT TRAMP BY MEANS OF A
Fear no harm, and fear no danger ;
scar
hardly
perceptible.
He took his
Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
begging expedition.
her. The face of the little Mexican suited her notions better, w’en she
TELEPHONE.
We are glad to see you here,
recovery
as
a
matter
of
course, his
RAHN STATION. P a . Conveyancer and Gen
Señora Rosalina Ortiz once enjoyed woman seemed ablaze with indignation. come to size up the job, for they was
For you siug sweet spring is near.
only comment being that the darting
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
happy home in the city of Mexico, “He shall pay for this I”
both gringos—one was American ’n’
attended to. Charges reasonable'.
Now the snow Is nearly gone,
While a woman of New Brunswick snake was thoroughly dead.”—New
“Señora forgets the two silver dol t’other a Swede.
Now the grass is coming on ;
her birthplace. She bad all the op
was
alone in her house recently
York Recorder.
The trees are green, the sky is blue,
dward davi»,
portunities of education, both in lars 1” taunted Robber Dan ; “I thought
“They say them Mexicans has tramp knocked insolently at the door
And we are glad to welcome you.”
Painter and
Spanish and English, and in her early the señora might feel sorry that we always a got a grudge ag’in’somebody, and demanded refreshments.
THE FRUIT OF THE YINE.
Her
first story was written in Con married life had traveled much. But had planned to rob this fine Americano. but never remembers a kindness ; but
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
“I ’m looking for work,” he said
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ISF'Samples of paper cord, at 16, for which she received $5. misfortune came to her in the death of But, it’s all right now—is it, dearest ?” the way that play was made, it looks
To see a vine in time of fruitage,
and
I want something to eat at once
always on hand.
At the age of 17 she was seized with a her husband and two of their three he added mockingly. “Rob him 1 like ol’ Black Rosa didn’t fer git John or there will be some trouble.”
with its purple clusters ripening in the
desire to go on the stage, but was per children, after the loss of all the Murder him !” yelled Black Rosa, and France’s kind words to her w’en the
“I have fed three big, strong fellows glowing sun, its soft leaves rippling
T B. WISMER,
suaded out of this notion by her wise property they possessed. They had she staggered from her chair as if she miners was a joshin’ her.
like you to-day, and I think that is with gladness as they point to the
mother.
for several years made their home in would carry out her own command,
P ra ctica l S la te r,
“Yes ; perraps the two silver dollars sufficient,” she answered.
luscious grapes and invite the birds to
Louisa Alcott taught school, but the United States, where Señora Ortiz but fell on the floor in a heap.
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Always on hand roofing
did have somethin’ to do with—silver
their dainty feast, who would dream
“
Well,
if
you
don’t
give
me
some'
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
was unsuccessful. She also earned had died, leaving his widow penniless,
Dan and his pals lifted the woman was a great power ’n Colorado ’n them thing I will stay here all day,’’and the to wbat uses this exquisite gift of
orders promptly attended to. Also on
money by sewing. Her career as an Poverty and sin were her undoing, to a bed, and the leader remarked that days.”—San Francisco Argonaut.
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
God could be put by His human
hobo coolly sat on the stoop.
author actually begun at 22, when her and when the Colorado mining fever she would sleep till morning and be
The lady got an alarm clock and children ? There is an Arabic legend
J P. KOONS,
“Flower Fables”—a collection of verses filled the mountains with fortune neither help nor hindrance. It had
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS.
wound it up. Then she went into the which is translated by D. Z. Noorian
for which she received $23—was pub seekers of high and low degree, been known for twenty-four hours that
P ra c tic a l S la te r.
front room where her voice could be as follows :
RAHN STATION, P a. Dealer in every quality lished. Different papers soon began Señora Ortiz drifted to Durango. She the money—some ten thousand dollars FIGURES SHOWING THE COST TO BOTH EM heard by the tramp. Causing tbe
When Adam first planted the vine
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
to make applications for stories, and had sunk so low in vice and crime —for tbe Bull Domingo pay-roll had
PLOYERS
AND
EMPLOYES
BY
LABOR
Satan
came and killed a peacock over
alarm to ring, she shouted :
Send for estimates and prices.
it was with delight that she found she that she was accounted well fitted for been received, but, until announced by
DISTURBANCES SINCE 1882.
“Hello, central I Give me police t, and the vine drank its blood. When
could succeed in supporting herself by anj’thlng from begging and petty Manager France, it was not known
the vine grew and put forth its leaves
TjAStFA SHULER,
station, please.”
her pen. In 1856 she left her family thieving, even to the cutting of a when that gentleman would start for
In his tenth annual report, devoted
The tramp was all attention. Then Satan came again and killed an ape
and went to Boston to seek her for throat.
tbe mine.
to strikes and lockouts, which has just he heard the following counterfeit over it, and the vine drank of the
C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
tune.
She was married to a hardened
At twelve o’clock that night four been completed, Carroll - D. Wright, conversation :
blood of the ape also. When grapes
TRAPPE, PA. Contracts for the construction
of all kinds of buildings executed. Estimates
During the civil war she joined the character known as “Robber Dan,” an men, heavily armed, rode out of Commissioner of Labor, computes
“Is this the police station ? Please first formed on the vine he killed a
cheerfully furnished.
23ma.
corps of nurses, and was stationed at American whose life both in and out Durango.
that the loss to employes in establish send an officer to my house at once. lion over it, and the vine drank up the
the
Union
Hospital,
Georgetown,
when
of
the
penitentiary
was
a
series
of
Two
hours
later
the
stage
followed
ments in which lockouts and strikes There is a tramp here who refuses to blood of the lion. When the fruit was
jy£RS. JANE KALB,
she contracted a severe illness, from misdeeds. He had earned his title as them, with one occupant in the inside occurred during the thirteen and a leave the yard. What ? Yes ; he fully ripe Satan came again once more
the effects of which she never fully re she had earned hers. They were well and the driver alone on the front boot. half years ending June 30, 1894, ought to be in prison. All right.”
D re ssm a k e r,
and killed a pig over it and the vine
covered.
Her letters written at this mated in their criminal careers, though It was a lonely ride. Bloomer, the amounted to $190,498,382, and to em
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Will take work
The tramp started for the street in drank up that blood also.
at home, or can be engaged by the week,^.
time to her mother and sisters were the woman thus far had known no driver, might as well have been entirely ployers to $94,825,837. The loss to double quick time.
Hence, he who drinks of the fruit of
published in a book called “Hospital more of prison life than is afforded by unaccompanied so far as the inside employes on account of strikes was
the vine imbibes these four qualtities.
J. TRUCKSESS,
Sketches.”
county jails.
occupant of the coach was concerned. $163,807,866, and on account of lock
When he first tastes the wine, and i t — TEACH ER O F GOLD PROHIBITION.
She crossed the ocean and visited
The ill-treatment she had received But he was used to these lonely rides, outs, $26,685,516 ; to employers on
begins to crawl in bis limbs, the color
V ocal & In stru m e n ta l Music, Europe, after which in 1867 she wrote at the hands and tongues of the miners and when a passenger preferred to be account of strikes, $82,590,385, and on
Tbe summing up of 1894 showed a blooms in his face, and be becomes gay
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned “Little Women,” and published it in at Rico had burned into her soul like exclusive it simply exhibited to
account of lockouts, $12,285,451.
total production in round figures of as a peaeock. When the first signs of
and repaired.
14aply,
the following year. The success for a hot iron, though the wound was Bloomer tbe poor taste of tbe passen
Tbe number of establishments in $180,000,000, an increase of $23,000,- runkenness come upon him he plays,
which she had so long labored at last largely healed by the soft words and ger. So he talked to his horses, and volved in strikes in this period was 000 over 1893, This yield was about claps his hands, and dances like an ape.
pASSENGERS
crowned her efforts. There were silver so kindly bestowed by John sang to them, and passed the lonely 69,167, and the number of persons $30,000,000 greater than the product When the wine grows stronger within
87,000 copies of this book sold within France. But, since she was not likely hours as comfortably as if he had been thrown out of employment by reason of any year when the placer mines of he grows violent like the lion and
And B ag g ag e
Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station. less than three years.
ever to be able to carry out her threat surrounded by a half dozen passengers, of strikes, 3,714,406, making an average California and Australia were at their challenges everyone else. At last he
Chargés reasonable.
She is said to have been unconscious of death to all—save her own race— and, soon forgot the fellow on the loss to the employes of each establish maximum. The indications now point wallows like a pig in the mire, desiring
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
at the time of the real merit of the and equally incapacitated to iusure inside.
ment of $2,368, and to each person to a yield of $200,000,000 for the calen only to sleep, and his strength is gone.
The Well-Spring.
book
and
greatly
surprised
at
its
the
blessings
which
she
had
invoked,
JOHN II CASSELRERRY,
Coming to a bend in the road, where $44. The number of establishments der year 1895, another increase of
success. She wore her laurels modestly; neither her curses nor her prayers were the ascent of the first steep mountain involved in lockouts was 6,067 and the $20,000,000, and an increase of $43,MADE IT A SLEEPING CAR.
S u rv e y o r a n d C o n v ey an cer. enjoying the company of the intel heeded. However, none who knew her is begun, Bloomer fell into a reflective number of persons locked out, 366,690. 000,000 in the annual ourput in two
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk lectual persons with whom they per had any faith in Black Rosa’s posses mood, and remarked to tbe nigh wheeler These persons lost an average of $73 years, and of $54,000,000 in three
“ You don’t need two whole seats^”
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable. mitted her to associate, far more than sion of good will toward anyone of
that the fellow on the inside might each. The assistance given to strikes years. As the annual supply of gold said the man standing up in the aisle.
P. O. Address : Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
the loud praises of the multitude. Al American or European blood.
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.
possibly “rise to an appreciation o’ the and the subjects of lockouts during is not used in the year, bnt is mostly It seems to me you might have a little
though from childhood Miss Alcott
Even Robber Dan’s male companions society of a stagedriverand bis horses tbe period amounted, as far as ascer added to the pre-existing sum, it fol accommodation about you.”
g UNDAY PAPERS.
“Go chase yourself in the next car,”
most if the muzzle of a double-barrel shot tainable, to $13,438,704, or little over lows that the world’s stock has been
The different Philadelphia papers delivered had had the advantage of the company in crime—who formed the
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and of refined, intelligent, and noted per notorious and daring band of robbers gun should happen to appear at the seven per cent, of tbe total loss to increased in the three years named by responded the sleepy passenger, who
Trappe, every Sunday morning.
was lying down on the seat. This isn’t
sons. Her mother and father both in Southern Colorado—did not escape window of the coach.”
HENRY YOST, New$ Agent.
tbe enormous sum of $537,000,000.
employes.
an accommodation train, sir.”— Chicago
possessed fine literary taste. The the vindictive spirit of Black Rosa.
Collegeville, Pa
Of course Bloomer was not really
The consumption of gold in the arts Tribune.
The report is largely devoted to

P ra c tisin g P hysician,
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TWO PIECES OF SILVER
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-i! Providence Independent s-

biiities are all against his doing so.
Electricity ou a Canal.
W HY SOT BUY STOCK
He is an ambitious man, and all his
T AST SPRING we enlarged our store by making two stores into
T onaw anda , N . Y ., Oct. 26 __Late
From a Home Nursery
friends say that he expected to further this afternoon the test of electricity as
one and adding an extra room for our Optical Department.
The undersigned Is agent for Joseph W.
his ambition by haviug his name con a motive power on the Erie Canal was
Thomas
&
Sons,
Nurserymen,
King-of-Prussia
PUBLISHED EVERT THURSDAY.
W e have and are still enlarging our stock and adding new lines to
nected with a foreign policy of intense .made at this place. The plan permits Pa., and is ready to take orders For the best
G r a te r s fo ix l.
Americanism. Granting all that to be of any desired speed without injury to varieties of fruit, shade, and ornamental trees
compare to the size of our store. All new and fresh goods and every
true is no argument in favor of his the banks of the canal. By merely grape vines, currant, gooseberry, and other
Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa resignation.
article a bargain.
plants. Hood, hardy stock, just adapted to this
Suppose that President throwing the tow line to the motor- climate
and just the kind that will give the best
Cleveland is over-cautious, or even man operating the cable car the boat satisfaction. JOSEPH UMSTEAD, Oaks, Pa
D IA M O N D S.—R ig h t from th e im porter, both
U T G L A S S direct from the m an u factu rer and
Bargains:
loose and m ounted in Rings. E a r Rings, Sleeve B u t a tCprices
aw ay down.
timid, if you please, the most that he will be speedily hauled to its destin EiPOrders by mail promptly attended to dels
tons, $2.75 to $200.00.
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
O
P T IC A L .—W e have one of the most com plete
W A T C H E S o f every description. Solid Silver, optical
can do against Secretary Olney’s ation at a nominal expense,
rooms for th e E xam ination of Eyes and
Filled, $8.00 ; 14 K. Solid Gold, $16.00 up, F ittin g o f Spectacles in th e S ta te . W e m ake no
Yes, everything advertised this $3.60;
otice .
wishes is to do nothing, for no man is
S IL V E R W A R E .—T ea S ets o f 5 pieces, quaa- charge for exam ination of th e eyes. W e g u aran tee
The annual meeting of the Mutual Fire week is a bargain.
rnple plate, $10.00 ; B read T rays, $2.00. S terlin g all our goods. A ll we ask you—to come and see our
T h u rsd a y , Oct. 31, 1895.
W
e
promised
silly enough to think the President
Insurance Company of Montgomery county will
S ilver M ounted Pocketbooks, 76c. up. S terlin g goods and prices.
England’s Traditional Policy.
be held at the Veranda House, in the borough ' you an interesting ad. this week, S ilver Novelties.
would openly acknowledge an abandon
Norristown,
on
MONDAY,
the
FOURTH
DAY
From
the
Washington
Post.
A nd what will be the Republican ment of the Monroe doctrine by this
OF NOVEMBER, 1895, at 10 o’clock, a. m., for and we think this will fill the bill.
country. If then Secretary Olney has
England would, of course, be de the election of thirteen managers of the said
majority in Pennsylvania next Tues the judgment his admirers credit him
J* D s S A L L A D E y S cien tific O ptician,
lighted to enlist Germany, Italy, company for the ensuing year. Election for
day ? Suppose we guess that it will be with he will see that the best thing he France and Spain—the whole lot of managers will be held between 11 a. m. and 3
m., on said day. By order of the Board.
16 E A S T M AIN ST ., Opposite Public Square, NORRISTOW N, PA.
can do is to remain in the Cabinet them, if possible — in a coalition
anywhere from 50,000 to 75,000.
M McGLATHERY,
until Congress gets a chance at this against the United States. She would 17oc3t
Secretary and TreasurerT h e Republican National Committee Venezuelan question. Those at all like very much to persuade the Euro
Blanket Ends.
has been formally called to meet at familiar with Congressional sentiment pean powers to hold the United States
FALL and WINTER
on the subject know that it is over while she robs and impoverishes the
These goods are truly bargains;
the Arlington Hotel in Washington on whelmingly in favor of the maintenance
South and Central American Repub
quarters, halves and parts of Cot MR. J. W. CULBERT—
the 10th of December, to fix a time of the Monroe doctrine, by force if lics. Such is England’s traditional
TRAPPE PA.
Deab Si r : I had been suffering for several years with Diarrhoea, but ’after using
and place for the meeting of the necessary, and Congress will be in policy. She cannot be, expected to
ton Blankets, some slightly dam
your mixture a short time have been greatly relieved, and would not now be without your mixture
national convention of 1896 to nomin session in a little more than a month. abandon it without a struggle.
aged, but they can all be sold for in
the house.
Respectfully,
HENRY U. WI8MER.
It
would
then
seem
to
be
good
policy
ate candidates for President and Vice on the part of Secretary Olney to re
some purpose at 20c. a lb.
International Marriages.
President.
Sure Corn Cure, 10 Cents.
:
s
:
s Chamois Skins and Sponges.
main at the head of the state depart From the New York Sun.
TRAPPE. PA.
ment, for it is the general belief that
M uslin:
Pure Spices and Extracts a Specialty.
O wing to a law enacted by the last if Great Britain attempts to ignore
The amusing notion was put forward
Physicians9Prescriptions and Family Receipts compounded, with care, at
Bleached Muslin Prints at 5c. a
Legislature, after the first of January the Monre doctrine Congress will com in the London Times the other day I uni not throwing out any BAITS to
eateh trade, but giving lull value yard.
that
the
approaching
marriage
of
a
pel
the
administration
to
prevent
it,
there will be no days of grace to a
ibr your money each and every
young English duke to the daughter tim
e. A trial will convince von«
Unbleached at 5c. and 6c. a yd.
note. It will be due and payable on and Secretary Olney, if he remains in of an American multi-millionaire will
Afull line of
office, will have the pleasure of putting
These are nice goods in small
the day designated. For instance: his ideas into effect. Between now constitute a new tie between their
" W liy IN o t
pieces.
If a note falls due on the 10th of the and the assembling of Congress he can respective countries. Such an idea
"Why ISTot
GO TO
the month, it must be paid on the 10th, by the exercises of a little diplomacy could have germinated only in the just in. Calicoes, Muslins, Canton Flannels,
prevent the takiug of any positive brain of a hyperanglicized American, Wool Flannels, Outing Flannels, etc., at Rock
Prints :
and not on the 13th.
action. Those are some of the reasons and will be dismissed with laughter by Bottom Prices.
A nice line of Dress Linings and Stiffenings
people of common sense on both sides
Very pretty remnants of Best
W ednesday of last week was Presi why well-informed people do not think
Crinolines, etc.
of the Atlantic. How it strikes sober- Fibre-Chamois,
Mr. Olney will leave the Cabinet.
Prints
in great variety at 5c. a yd.
The
latest
in
All
wool
Dress
Plaids,
Aberdeen
dent Cleveland’s Day at the Cotton
The question of whether the silver minded Englishmen is clear from Flannel Skirts 25c., a great drive.
State and International Exposition, men have a majority in the Senate will comments of the London Spectator,
For MEN, LADIES
Cretonne:
Atlanta. The Presidential party were have to be decided almost as soon as which, although somewhat too pon
and CHILDREN.
I do not throw any baits. Remember that “fools make feasts and wise men
derous
and
solemn
for
the
subject,
driven to the Exposition grounds with Congress meets. It has been asserted
Remnants for Comforts at 5c. a eat them.” If you are wise pick the bait9. You can buy a bill of goods at
BLANKETS were never so cheap. Think
bear witness to the essential unimport ofBED
by
such
prominent
silver
Senators
as
it, a pair of good blankets for 60c. The finest yard.
out any parade whatever. President
my 8tore and save money, because I do not bait ; hence I do not need to re
Teller, of Colorado, and Dubois, of ance of the incident. Incredible as it
blankets, $4.50 a pair. Cottonades and cassort to excessive margins on certain lines of goods.
Cleveland’s appearance was the signal Idaho, that the silver men were in the may seem to Englishmen and foreigners wool
simeres at reduced prices. Don,t let your horse
in the cold when 80c. will buy a good
Come and see for yourselves and you will be convinced.
Please re
for tumultuous applause. He deliv majority and that they iuteuded to as in general, it is an indisputable fact shiver
Shirting :
heavy blanket. A good heavy blanket 84x90
member I sell the KEYSTONE WASHING MACHINE, one of the best in
that
Americans
of
the
best
type
not
ered a brief, though excellent, address. sert themselves by demanding and
inches, $1.60 ; a bargain ; a better one for $3
Fleeced Shirtings at 10c., and the market. Sold on trial.
Yours truly,
getting control of some of the import only are not addicted to fortune hunt and $3.50.
ing,
but
they
positively
look
on
a
large
FREED’S
HAND-HADE
others
at
8
and
9c.
ant
committees,
especially
that
on
M. C. B orden, one of the cotton
JO S . G . C O T W A L S .
as an objectionable adjunct to a
Part Wool Shirtings at 15c. a
kings of Fall River, has about com Finance, as soon as Congress meets. dowry
Now these assertions are met by the bride. Of two girls, otherwise equally
yard.
pleted an $80,000 spindle mill in that positive statement that the Senate is captivating, but the one rich and the
THIS IS A PICTURE OP THE LARGEST
Another kind at 22c. a yd.
city, in addition to the many now in by an agreement between anti-silver other poor, the truly typical American
A full line of Gents’, Ladies’ and Children’s
JEWELRY HOUSE IS THE COUNTY.
operation. This same individual has men, democrats and republicans, to be will incline to prefer the latter. He Shoes. Rubber Goods advanced 5 per cent. Oct.
1,
but
not
with
us.
believes
and
acts
upon
the
Scriptural
Devoted to the sale of Diamonds, Watches, Clocks, Silver
Skirts:
given $100,000 to the charities of Fall controlled and the committees so re
ware, Silver Novelties, Cut Glass, Bric-a Brae, Leather
dictum that it is more blessed to give HATS AND CAPS FOR MEN AND BOYS I
River. In some quarters this lavish arranged that the silver men will be than to receive.
Goods, Optical Goods, Fine Stationery, Fancy Novelties
Wool Skirt Patterns, very nice,
shut out of all influence in the shap
—that’s
all.
Dunlap
Hats,
latest
style.
FLOOR
and
TABLE
expenditure of money must be ac ing of legislation. Either the silver
only 80c.
OIL CLOTHS, all widths.
cepted as proof that the reform tariff men have a majority in the Senate or
Valuable.
Cotton Skirt Patterns, only 25c.
A full line of Glassware, Queensware, Crock
ery and Stoneware. Paint*, Oils, Glass and
law is a fearfully wicked and iniqui they have not. If they have they are From Life.
Hardware.
Enterprise
Meat
Choppers
and
Lard
not liktely to allow themselves to be
tous measure.
Mrs. Cumso (reading)—A butcher Presses.
shut out by their opponents ; if they in Indiana killed a cow and found in
Our Grocery department Is full and complete
choicest and freshest goods at bottom prices.
J E W E L E R AND OPTICIAN,
T h e last section of the report of the have not, they cannot help themselves. her stomach several hairpins, a thimble, of
Breakfast Shawls at 25c.
1 gal. best table syrup, 40c., hard to beat. Four
At any rate, it now looks as though a five screws and a $20 gold piece.
new
fat
mackerel,
35c.
Try
a
pound
of
our
Secretary of Internal Affairs gives showing of hands for and against
Optical Department on Second Floor,
Mr. Cumso—That bears out exactly Trocha and Java coffee. Headlight oil in 5 gal.
Philadelphia credit for an aggregate silver would be about the first thing what my Uncle Sim used to say.
lots, 55c.; 150° test. Goods delivered free.
: N O . 211 D E K A L B S T R E E T ,
value of all real estate amounting to done after the Senate meets. It may
“ What was that ?”
E. G. BROW NBACK.
Cloth:
$872,464,481, while Allegheny, the be that Senator Mills isn’t the only
“He always contended that there was
NORRISTOWN, PA.
second county in the State, has a Senator who has changed sides since money in cows.”
Congress adjourned. We shall see.
Suitable for Ladies’ Capes, Boys’
value of $443,701,549. The value of
Every change is not necessarily a
Suits,
&c.
real estate in the sixty-seven counties reform. The changes in ways of keep
Light
Brown, 54 in. wide, allis placed at the figure of $2,634,600,- ing Uncle Sam’s accounts brought by
wool,
at
60c.
a yard.
what
is
known
as
the
Dockery
reorgani
500. The total value of property tax
AndJ ” !)r.<5eL|t0
com'ortable underwear and blankets are necessary. We have ’em—the
^ A 6 f s l And conditions in life,
Varc liable at times, to need
zation
law,
which
was
the
work
of
a
right kind at right priees. Men’s Underwear, white merino suits, at $1.00 : red flaunel
Black,
heavier
than above, at suits,
able for county purposes is $2,345,an Invigorating Tonic: a
$1.60
to
$3.00.
Can’t do better than here.
joint Congressional committee of
Regulator of the natural, periodical
70c. a yard.
500,738 and the amount of county tax which Representative Dockery, of
function, and a Soothing and Braor u l l fljilie o f F o o t w e a r . —Leather and Rubber—at prices that you only hear of at
ing Nervine. For this purpose
“Mark Down” Dress Goods to our store. Freed s make leather boot6 give the best satisfaction, especially when they are bought
assessed on this is $19,935,994.
Missouri, was chairman, and Senators
at our figures. They cost little and w§af long. So does all our footwear. Gents’ and Ladies’
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
make room for new Fall Goods, Rubbers and Rubber Boots.
Cockrell, of Missouri; Jones, of Ark.,
is the only medicine so certain m its
curative action that it can be guaran
J®***®®_Blankets Hiid Uup Robes at ridiculously low prices—they’re new goods.
we have marked down a number
W e must congratulate Bro. Robarts and Cullom, of Illinois, and Represen
teed. Your money is returned it it
PRICES TO SUIT ALL of
Cottonades, 15 to 25 cents ; cassimeres, all wool, 50 cents to $1.25 ; ready-made pantaloons,
does not c u r e «
tatives
Richardson,
of
Tennessee,
and
j
r
>
pieces of Dress Goods ; Cash 75 cents, $1.00, $1.15, $1.25 and $3 00.
upon his recent manifestation of cor
In Maidenhood, Womanhood, and
Dingley, of Maine, were members, are
Motherhood, it invigorates and
New Groceries always on hand. Goods delivered free at short notice.
meres that were 25c., now 12c.
dial frankness, and we must further far from being satisfactory. In fact,
braces up the exhausted, run-down,
POCKET-BOOKS.
overworked and delicate; allays and
Delaines that were 20c., now 10c. prices. Come and see our goods and you will agree that we are selling the best goods at the lowest
note the fact that ,his intense gastro- some consider them fiat failures, and
banishes all Nervous Weakness, Fits.
Spasms,
Hysteria,
Chorea,
or
St.
Vi
MATTHIAS CUSTER, Eagleville, Pa.
nomieal regard for smear kase in no an attempt is going to be made to have
And lots of others marked down 16ma.
tus’s Dance; corrects all unnatural ir
regularities of monthly function and
Congress
restore
the
old
order
of
ielow cost,
wise interferes with the reputation he
cures Periodical Pains, Weaknesses,
things. This is a regrettable outcome
Bearing; Down Sensations, Back
sustains as a cogentthiuker,a vigorous of
H a r n e s s S to re,
ache, Catarrhal Inflammation,
Collegeville, l?a.:
a long investigation in which the
.
Ulceration and kindred maladies.
Coats:
writer, and a perplexing chirographist. Congressmen were aided by expert
/ For those about to become
NEXT DOOR TO DRUG STORE.
r mothers, it is a priceless boon,
And yet, somehow or another, it accountants, and which cost more than
Baby Coats of “our own make”
for it lessens the pains and perils
H f l T S f t f i- f tr ir i C • Harness of my own
of childbirth, shortens “ labor**
sounds a little odd to hear of one of $41,000. It is claimed that new system
3000 yards Canton Flannel remnants at 5c., made up in White Cashmere and
■O.UI a t ; VTUUUS . manufacture from the
.and the period of confinement,
worth 8c.
jand promotes the secretion of an
best material a specialty. First-grade Light
English descent who is really and has retarded instead of expediting
‘'abundance of nourishment for
and Heavy Collars. For anything you may
public business, as its authors claimed
3000 yards Canton Flannel remnants at 6e., trimmed with lace for$l .60. Made
*the child.
truly fond of smear kase, that that
want at the right price—no matter what—give
worth 10c.
in Blue and Grey at $1.30, and in
it would do.
me a call and I will serve you promptly.
article of diet so much relished by
Lot of Bleached Muslin remnants at 5c.; a Aderdown at $2.00; and others in
Although Secretary Carlisle declares
big bargain.
Special attention given to REPAIRING..
Pennsylvania Germans. Now, we that there was no significance in his
ifferent styles at correspondingly
Full sized Oak Bed Room Suit,8 pieces, $17.50,
wouldn’t be a bit surprised to learn order stopping the further coinage of
Í3F" Harness cleaned and greased for $1.00
’ow prices.
worth $35.00.
per set.
that Brother Robarts is fond of sour silver, the silver men say there is, and
10-piece Toilet Sets, finely decorated, $3.50.
Baby Capes, very nice ones, in
that is but another step towards the
B W . GROOM.
-ATkraut, too !
100-piece Dinner Set, finely decorated, $8.50.
single gold standard which Secretary
white, Brown, and all colors, from
Window Shades, spring roller, 35c. each.
Morton is constantly openly advocat
B R E N D L IN G E R ’S,
25c. to 1.25. And if there is any
E lection D ay next Tuesday, No ing, and which President Cleveland
Marseilles Soap, 7 pieces, 35c.; Spiced Bon
style
you want that we don’t have,
vember 5.
favors.
Tons, 5c. lb.; New Lamps, 88c.; New Buck
N
O
R
R
I
S
T
O
W
N
,
P
A
.
W
e
will
make it for you.
wheat Flour, Sc. lb.; New Peaches, 10c. lb.;
The electors of Montgomery county
A Flgbt With an Eagle.
Best
Syrup,
10c.
qt.;
Crib
Blankets,
68c.
pair;
will vote for the following officers to
ü
m
m
White and Gray Bed Blankets. 75c. pair ; Che
Portland (Me.) Dispatch to New York Tribune.
Underwear
be elected :
P A D D C T C nille Table Covers, 50c. each ; Comiortables,
E. Leary, of South Harpswell, a Bargain
One Person for Treasurer of the member of the crew of the steamboat
Of all kinds for men, ladies and
and Regular I f A If I t I O $1.00 each.
Merriconeag, had a thrilling fight with
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
children at very low prices. A lot
We have three leading bargain specialties :
Six Persons for Judges of the an eagle the other morning. Leary,
of men’s under shirts in grey, full
who was out in a dory, shot the bird
Our Coats and Capes are the very latest styles from Philadelphia and New York makers. We
Superior Court of the Commonwealth on
size,
to be closed out at 10c. each.
We will save you money. Try us
the wing, and when he drew it into
have prepared a grand display of these garments to which the ladies of Norristown and vicinity
of Pennsylvania.
and be convinced.
the boat it planted one of its talons in
are cheerfully invited to attend. A visit will widen your knowledge of the many difierent gar
One Person for District Attorney of his right arm, at the same time, with
Glassware:
ments in this line better than columns of descriptions in any fashion magazine.
5 0 « . a y a r d . Seeing them ie almost enough
Goods
delivered
free
of
charge.
Our
aim
1s
to
its beak, got a firm hold of his left to cause you to buy them. At the price—50c. a please you.
the County of Montgomery.
A big line of the nicest glass
The assortment is extensive, and to part with it more readily, prices are marked unusually
One Person for Sheriff of the County arm, and set up a vigorous attack with yard—you surely will see it wise to buy.
ware to be on sale' next week low. A call will convince you of this fact.
its
wings.
Leary
was
uuable
to
wrest
of Montgomery.
A double opportunity afforded to shoppers The immense invoice of ladies’ and children’s
Don’t fail to see it when you come
his arms from the eagle’s grasp, and T a p e s tr y C a rp e ts,
One Person for Treasurer of the only by reaching forward and closing
wraps has somewhat crowded the general stock. Room must be had there at any cost. So in ad
5 and 10c. assortments. Very nice dition
50
Cents
a
Yard.
to the Coat Opening we will have a
County of Montgomery.
his teeth on the bird’s neck was he
*11, 313 and *15 ¡Haln St.,
tumblers at 29c. a dozen.
One Person for Direotorof the Poor able to overcome it. His arms are
ROYERSFORD, : : : PEN N A.
badly lacerated.
of the County of Montgomery.
Cotton:
One Person for Coroner of the
This leader comes in elegant patterns suitable
There Will be Ne War.
Don’t forget to get some of our of surplus stock of blankets. We are still selling those great bargain blankets at $3.88. On the
for all rooms, balls and stairs. At 50c. a yard it
County of Montgomery.
From the New York Tribune.
& T T J ± /L ls Æ J & -R
is carpet value and carpet style.
cheap
Cotton Bats at 10c. a lap, second floor is the bargain counter of the best things that must go to make room for the new
There will be do war between this
One Person for County Surveyor of
—
:
6
or
8
¡Styles
s—
The
best
you ever saw for the arrivals. Take a walk up and see it. Comly Wright is still selling some great bargains in
country
and
Great
Britain
over
the
the County of Montgomery.
second 6tory.
Venezuela business. Of that we may
money.
I t will be the duty of every citizen be confident. The cuckoos in their
possessing the right to exercise the little nests are chirping piteously, as
GROCERIES:
elective franchise to go to the polls though there were a real live hawk in 75c. a yd. Suitable for halls and stairs. As
—AT
the
regular
value
is
$1.35
a
yard,
this
closing
sight.
But
they
don’t
count.
The
next Tuesday and vote !
This department is now more
price is like putting 50 cents a yard in your
small fry British Jingoes, too, are out
Vote for the candidates of your strutting
pocket. At this price they should pass quickly
full
of bargains than ever. A few
KEYSTONE DRY GOODS STORE,
about rampageously, filling to some lucky buyers—or rather to those who
choice and in exercising your preroga the air with wild and whirling words. come
prices to give you all an idea of
quickly.
tives let your reason, rather than your They would like, of course, to wipe Of course we have a full line now ready of
what we are doing : Very nice Main St. 0pp. the Square,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
the whole Yankee nation from the face
prejudices, guide you.
Carolina Head Rice at 6 lbs. for
A case summer styles of light calicoes, 5c. yd.
Regular Fall Styles
Go to the polls next Tuesday and of the earth, and are holding them
Beautiful patterns silver grey calicoes, 4c. yd. 25c. Largest bottle of Tomato
selves back from it only by a most
vote !
Lawns, 5c. yd. Dimities, 13c. yd.
from the leading makers and in the
Catsup you ever saw for 10c. Best
prodigious eflort. You can see them
Black Satteens, extra quality, 15c. yd.
newest and prettiest patterns. This
Frost Will Noon be
sweat and strain and hear their joints
Finest quality of India Linen, 15 & 18c. yd.
brand Sugar Corn for 5c. a can.
includes
WASHINGTON LETTER.
Here, Prepare.
Large assortment of Linen Stiffeuings for
-ATcrack as they laboriously repress the
Linoleums, 40 A 50c. a yd., In linings.
From our Regular Correspondent.
best patterns and also a novelty in a
impulse to let themselves loose upon
You
will
need
warm,
substantial
Large stock of Gents’ Outing Shi ts, 35, 85,
Cakes:
Reversible Oil Cloth with a and 50c.
But neither do they count
W ashington , D. C., October 25,1895. us.
pattern on both sides. If one side
Laundrled
Shirts
in
pretty
patterns,
3
collars
seriously.
They
no
more
represent
the
—There is little doubt that if Secre
.Ginger Snaps, Coffee Cakes,
wears nnsightly, then turn it and use and cuffs, 75c.
UNDERWEAR I
the other side. To protect the under
tary Olney could have his way the sober sense of England than the
Good quality Summer Pants, 50c., worth 75c. Oyster Crackers, Soda Crackers,
Buy where there is a big stock
side we give an underlining free.
Better ones from $1.00 to $3 50.
bluff which Great Britain has made cuckoos do that of America.
at way down prices. White
The supply of
all at 5c. a lb. A variety of other
Beautiful All-wool Suits, for $5.50.
Shirts at cost. All kinds Soft
against Venezuela would be met by a
A FEW OF MY PRICES.
and Derby bats. Neckties
The queen Likes a Chew.
Shoes have advanced 35 per cent., Cakes from 10c. up to 20c. a lb.
Chenille Curtains
United States fleet of war vessels, and
neatly made.
03
Outing
Flannels,
7 to 10c. per yd ; Ging
Madagascar
Letter
in
the
Cincinnati
Tribune.
bat have not marked ours up ;
that the British would be told once for
0 3 Is complete and in selling, of course,
hams, 6 and 7c. per yd.; Bed Ticking, 19 and 15c.
The Queen is a Christian, but she
we provide ail the necessary fixings.
all that the Monroe doctrine was the
per yd.; Calicoes,
to 7c. per yd.; the best
Children’s Shoes, 35 to 60c.
#3JOHN FRY,®
OO
We invite your inspection, confident
Coffees
Bleached Muslin, 1 yd. wide,
to 8%c. per
policy of this country and that it chews tobacco and expectorates in a
Shoes, $1.00 to $3.50.
in our ability to serve you and that Oxford Ties, $1.00 toLadies
yd.;
Unbleached
Muslin,
1 yd. wide, 5 to 7c. per
Hatter and Necktier,
$1.25~~
■would be fought for, if necessary. But vase. She is seldom without a large
here the stock is ample to meet your
yd.; Fine Table Linen, 35c. per yd.; Toweling,
Men’s Shoes, $1.00 to $3.50. At 22, 25, 30, 35 and 45c. a lb.
desires for the
there is a great deal of doubt about chunk of tobacco in her mouth, and as
Overalls, Ready-made Shirts ; also goods for
50 E. Main Street,
Men’s Russett Shoes, $1.35 to $3.90.
pantaloons at the very lowest prices ; straw
Secretary Olney having his way. she sets the style in Madagascar all
BENT CARPETS for all pur
hats ; bachelor forks at 45c.; *vash boards at 10c.;
Sugars
poses always at lowest
There are grounds for the belief that of the court ladies, not to be outdone
N o r r is t o w n , P e n n a .
S
C
R
E
E
N
DOORS,
Hardware,
Shoes and Rubbers, Ladies’ Patentoo
prices.
President Cleveland is opposed to in the matter of fashion, also have
Tip Oxford Walking Sboe at 90c.
Well made, only $1.00, with spring and hinges. Of all grades, and in fact every
going further than to use the good large chunks of tobacco in their
Natural Wood Screen Doors for front door,
thing that belongs to the grocery
t3 T * U m b r e l l a s M e n d e d .
GROCERIES =
OS
offices of this government to bring mouths. At a royal function, where
$1.50; Window Screens, 35 to 35c.
trade.
California Prunes, 3 lbs. for 25c.; Raisins, 6
about an amicable settlement of the all the ladies are chewing tobacco
lbs. for 25c.; Trenton Water Crackers, 6c. lb.;_
OO
dispute between Great Britain as to industriously, an American lady might
pood Soda Biscuit, 5c. lb.; the best Table Syrup,
the boundary line and to maintain a be shocked, but the Madagascar ladies
39c. gallon ; a pood Bakinp Syrup, 24c. a pal.;
ALESMEN WANTED.
. NORRISTOW N, PA.
Canned Fruit, Soaps, Tobacco, <&c., <fcc.
hands off attitude as far as..the new regard it as a rare accomplishment, and
S Pushing, trustworthy men to represent us ItCoffees,
will be to the interest of the people to come
dispute about the arrest of British by the society buds there are taught to
in the sale of ourChoiceNursery Stock. Special and examine these (all fresh) poods.
Best Java and Mocho Coffee, 35c.; Fine Rio,
L E A S IN G D EA LER IN
ties controlled by us. Highest Salary or Com
Venezuela officials is concerned. There chew with the same care that American
35c. All Sugar Syrup of finest flavor, 40c. gal.;
Respectfully yours,
mission paid weekly. Steady employment the
was an important meeting of the parents teach their girls to dance or
you should taste it. A good Baking Syrup, all Don’t Forget Our Delivery year round Outfit free ; exclusive territory ;
Dry Goods, Books,
sugar, 35c. gal. Good Sugar Corn, 5c. can.
Cabinet held to-day, and this question play upon the piano. I t is one of the
experience not necessary ; big pay assured
O
. IX BECHTEL,
Raisins, 5c. Prunes, 10c. 8 Fat Mackerel, 35c ;
System:
workers ; special Inducements to beginners.
was discussed. There is a rumor, be polite arts, and a lady who does not
Carpets, Trimmings,
$1.35 for backet of 10 lb. Best 75 Test Gaso
4-4
TRAPPE, PA.
Write at once for particulars to
lieved by many, that Secretary Olney chew is as badly handicapped socially
line for Oil Stoves.
ALLEN NURSERY CO.,
W e furnish you with order- 9-5.
and Coats.
intimated very plainly that he would as a woman here who eats with her
Rochester, N. Y.
OR SALE!
sheets and addressed envelopes,
resign if the administration did not knife.
Two houses in Norristown, Will,
A
N
TED
.
CARRIAGE PAINT, 40 and 50c. a and all you have to do is to send
stand by the position be has already
Good, reliable men to sell our Choice exchange for a small farm or lot. A p - ln n i
PILE SUPPOSITORY is guaranteed
Can. Paint your carriage one day and drive
assumed, in official dispatches to the to RUDY’S
to
JOSEPH T. MILLER,
««nil
in your order and it will be deliv and Hardy Nursery Stock, such as Fruit Trees, ply3-38
cure Piles and Constipation, or money re*
out the next.
Trappe, Pa.i"*
British government, in defense of the funded.
Roses, Shrubs and Ornamentals. Ladies make
50 cents per box. Send stamp for cir
ered
at
once.
Don’t
be
afraid
to
this business a success. Easy work, pleasant,
Monroe doctrine.
cular and Free Sample to MARTIN RUDY,
light and profitable. O u t f i t F r e e . Apply a t
Lancaster, Pa. For sale by all first-class drug
send
small
orders.
Whether Mr. Olney really threatened gists,
once,
with reference, and secure choice of terri
W
.
P.
FE
N
T
O
N
,
or rent .
ET YOUR Posters Printed at the
to resign is a question, but the proba- Colbert.and in Collegeville, Pa., by Jos. W.
tory. F. N. MAY COMPANY, Nurserymen and
A part of a house in Trappe Apply to

K u lp B rothers,

N

ffl)y Suffer ! I Vegetable Diarrhoea Mixture will Cure

ANNOUNCEM ENT

BROWNBACK’S STORE

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

COLLEGEVILLE, l’A.

FALL and WINTER GOODS

SQUARE STO RE"
FOR BARGAINS?

Underwear

Boots & Shoes

C3- T J S . Hi .A .zisnz;,

CRAND t DEPOT

COLD W EATHER IS COMING.

LO O K H E R E

Yon Will Do Well to Heed.

K EY STO N E O PEN IN G !

Scotch Brussels Carpets,

, CAPES--DRESS

Try Our F a n Coflees aM Teas.

E. L. M ARKLEY,

LANSDOWNE CARPETS.

G R A N D C L E A R IN G S A L E

Fine - Body- Brussels.

S P E C IA L T IE S }

^ MORGAN t WEIGHT,

Exceedingly Low Prices !

STORE GOODS

¡CASH PRICES

I. H. Brendlinger,

CHOICE - GROCERIES !

W

213 anil 215 DeKalb St.

G

Independent onice.

91feb

collegeville, pa,

KULP BROTHERS.

Seedsmen, Rochester, N. Y.

4jy.

F

9-5,

C. POLEY, Trappe, Pa,

Executive Meeting.
jpUBLIC SALE OF
county has produced numerous men
A meeting of the Executive Com who have attained greatness. Henry
mittee of the Schuylkill Yalley Union Melchoir Muhlenberg, Peter Muhlen
OHIO COWS!
of Christian Endeavor will be held berg, Frederick Augustus Muhlenberg, BEST LOADED SHELLS : 12 Guage,$l.25 per
BULLS, HOGS, ETC.
in the Central Presbyterian Church at Henry Audabon, ornithologist, Henry
hundred ; 12 Guage, $1.35 per hundred.
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
Norristown, on Monday evening, No Rittenhouse, elockmaker and astrono
NOVEMBER 7,1895, at Bean’s hotel, Schwenksvember 4, at 7.30 o'clock. Pastors, mer, General Andrew Porter, of Wor
^jjg^tville, Pa., oue car load of fine fresh Ohio
A Charter Obtaiued.
Jf^d^cow s and several nice springers and four
Presidents, Correspond ing Secretaries, cester ; Governor David R. Porter,
Q
T
J
Z
L
s
T
S
I
fine stock bulls. This is all excellent stock, the
HOME AND ABROAD.
Bright Prospects.
The charter of the Eastern Washing and Junior Superintendents are mem James M. Porter, Secretary of War,
kind I always handle. Also 150 Indiana county
George
B.
Porter
and
others
of
dis
bers
of
this
com
mi
I
tec,
and
are
re
Machine
Company,
of
Royersfprd,
has
shoats and pigs, which will be sold first.
A member of the company authorizes
BREECH LOADERS, $5.00 AND UPWARD. bogs,
Gentlemen, this is fine stock, and it will be to
tinction
were
referred
to
together
with
quested
to
be
preseut.
been recorded. The capital stock is
us
to
state
that
the
prospects
of
the
your interest to attend this sale. Sale at one
—Jack Frost
incidents in their achievements and
•P ress C om m ittee .
New American Tire and Wheel Works $5,000, divided into 200 shares of $25
CoMts, Game Bags, Reloading Tools, o’clock p. m. Conditions by
careers.
Montgomery
county
lias
pro-,
FRANK 8CHWENK.
—Is a good many lengths
at Royersford are brighter than ever, each. The directors are the Messrs.
Powder—both black aud
Methacton Literary (Society.
duced more than one Governor -of
with orders coming in from ail parts Schultz, E. L. Hallman, R. P. Bush,
—Ahead of Jupiter Pluvius ;
The next regular meeting of the Pennsylvania. Francis R. Shunk, of
smokeless.
of the United States. An order from and J. S. Johnson.
jpUBLIC SALE OF
Mefhacton
Literary Society will be Trappe ; General John F. Hartranft,
Australia
was
received
last
week.
—The severe drought continues
Harness Store Broken Into.
held in Cherry Tree School House on born at New Hanover, were mentioned..
S hells, &c.
Personal Property!
—And we “never miss the water till
The front door of the harness store Saturday evening, November 2. The Among Montgomery county’s military S hot ,
A New Professor at Ursinus.
following program has been arranged : heroes were Winfield Scott Hancock,
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
the well runs dry !”
of
B.
W.
Groom,
this
place,
was
pried
Charles Saunders, A. M. Ph. D., has open by thieves Monday night or early Recitations, Mrs. L. R. Karmer, Mr. as well as Hartranft. Charles Thomson, If you need anything in this line call on us.
NOVEMBER 16, 1895, at the residence of the
undersigned in Trappe, the following personal
—“Reminiscences of the Rebellion” been elected professor of mathematics Tuesday morning. Several blankets Henry Reiff, Master John McHarg ; of Lower Merion ; Hon. Bird Wilson,
property : Lot wagon and bed, good as new and
----- 0—
will be continued in the nest issue of and physics in Ursinus College, to and a quantity of tobacco were carried Violin Solo, Mr. Harry Kratz ; Select Judge, who refused to sentence a con
very easy running, with hay ladders : Syracuse
Bill the vacancy caused by the resigna off. The stock of harness was not Readings, Messrs. Joseph P. Moore, victed murderer to death, and resigned ;
tiie I ndependent
plow, Hamburg plow, spike harrow, 2 hoe har
tion of Professor Findlay. The new
rows, express sleigh, farmers' boiler, as good as
Lewis Schmuck, Walter Keel, Miss Hon. Jonathan Roberts, Lower Merion ;
new ; 2 sets of stage harness, express harness, 2
—About 7000 bushels of potatoes Professor is a native of New Bruns molested.
Rev. Samuel Aaron, Norristown ;
Sallie
Abeling
;
Gazette,
Mr.
J.
sets of light harness, 3 post spades, grubbing
were grown on the Betz farm above wick, Canada.
hoes, 2 crowbars and sledge, phaeton carriage,
Injuries Sustained by a Fall.
Howard Johnson; Address, Rev. Wm. Lucretia Mott, of Cheltenham, were
Norristown.
207
Bridge
St.,
one horse roller, new grain fan, meat tub,
Montgomery
countians
of
eminence.
Courson
;
Music
will
be
arranged
by
Yesterday (Wednesday) morning
Flying Hatch.
scalding tub, 2 butter tubs, 2 iron kettles, feed
Peter
F.
Rotbermei,
of
Limerick
;
Misses
Nellie
Evans,
Lizzie
Place,
—The coward may not be able to
chest, flour chest, hay rake, 2 sets of fly straps,
Mrs. Mary V. Bertolet fell down the
On
Saturday
afternoon
the
Royers
Thomas
Hovenden,
of
Plymouth,
bridle, 8 sets cow chains, traces and other
Messrs. Andrew Higgins and Harry
keep up his own courage, but he keeps
steps
leading
from
the
first
to
the
chains, grindstone, post auger, set of manure
ford and Norristown homing pigeon
were mentioned as foremost exponents
Kratz.
up the courage of somebody else.
second
story
of
A.
D.
Markley’s
resi
boards, horse or hand fodder cutter, lot of oats
clubs held a fly between the two
of arts. “Out of the village of Trappe
straw.
jpUBLIC
SA
LE
OF
—The Schwenkfelder denomination towns, a distance of 17 miles. The dence, this place, and sustained a
have
come
more
men
who
have
done
FROM OAKS.
H o u seh o l d Goods : Parlor range and drum,
2 parloi stoves, 100 yards of rag carpet, 26 yards
contemplate building a chapel atLans- Royersford birds were victorious, and number of severe bruises. Dr. S. B.
Owing to the absence of Joseph valiant service for the country, for God
Horning
attended
the
lady
and
reports
Brussels
carpet, 30 yards stair carpet, 3 beds and
dale.
Norristown will pay for a supper at
Personal P roperty!
Fitzwater on a trip South, Amos Got- and truth, than in any other space of
bedsteads, 2 bureaus, clothes chest, sideboard,
that
no
bones
were
broken.
table 10 feet long, four-legged table, **
walts acted as Superintendent of the like dimensions on this earth,” con Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, extension
—The Norristown Convocation of Royersford for both clubs.
cluded Mr. Hobson. There were 515 NOVEMBER 4, 1895, on the Reiner farm, in ironing board, hair-cloth sofa, 5 rocking chairs,
Returned from Michigan.
Sunday School on Sunday last.
the Protestant Episcopal Church has
kitchen and dining-room chairs, wood and caneA Merry Party.
teachers in attendance and 21 absentees. Upper Providence township near Ironbiidge, the seated
chairs, sewing machine, new settee and
sanctioned the erection of a $4000
Mr. M. 0. Roberts, of the Roberts
following personal property : 3 horses, 15 cows, cushion,
There
are
only
three
Sundays
more
The
program
for
the
remainder
of
the
benches, milk cupboard, corner cup
church building at Royersford. Rev. . About thirty ladies and gentlemen Machine Company, this place, returned and Sunday school will be over, but it week is a very interesting one.
150 chickens by the pound,
butter churn and horse, wash tubs and a
heavy farm wagons, one withJ^jLi* board,
A. J. Barrow, of Evansburg, is pastor of Phcenixville came over to this place home from Michigan Monday after is expected the Brower Mission School
lot of other tubs, dough trays, 40 bushels of
,hay body, one with board body, ana the cooking
Tuesday night and whiled away noon. He reports a very successful will begin again and will continue un
potatoes, queensware and kitchen uten
of the Royersford charge.
other a bare wagon ; express wagon, sils in their
FROM LIMERICK.
; bed blankets, feather
several hours in the ball of the College business trip. While in Michigan Mr. til spring comes.
jump seat family carriage, good as new ; cart, beds, pillows, aentirety
lot of carpet rags, bed corks,
Mr. and Mrs. Queen and family of Adiiance binder, nearly new ; mowing machine,
—Sophia Frantz, of Skippack town ville Hotel, after which supper was Roberts easily learned to ride a bicycle
quiitiug frames, meat chopper, sausage grinder
ship, who is about 77 years of age, has served them by the host and hostess and rode, on several trips, a total of
A very little rain fell on Sunday Wissahickon spent Sunday with Mrs. horse power and thresher, grain drill, winnow aud
stuffer, meat bench, 100 pounds hog lard, 2
ing
mill,
cutting
bench,
good
as
new
;
hay
hook,
Harrison
Bean.
quart milk cans, 2 dozen milk pans, lot of
been adjudged insane, and was sent to of the hotel, Mr. and Mrs. Sbaw.
night, but wind—well it blew a tor
rope and pulleys and iron track, roller, 2 Syra 30
480
miles.
It
is
now
suggested
that
pots,
mUk buckets and strainers, a lot of fruit
the Norristown asylum last week.
nado. I don’t mind the weather, so
plows, good as new; springtooth harrow jars, 6tone
Mi88 Amy T.. Miller has taken up cuse
a “bike” contest on Broadway, between the
jars, canned fruits, 2 preserving ket
with
lever,
hay
tedder,’
good
as
new
;
hay
rake,
wind
don’t
blow.
Demorest Coutest.
her residence with her aunt, Mrs. sleigh, single $nd double trees, clevises, iron age tles, eight-day clock, 24-hour clock, lot of
neighbors Roberts and Paist, would
—Public sales of real estate and
and many other articles not here men
cultivator, water trough, mixed hay by the hun lamps,
Owing to the Love Feast Saturday, Pontius of Royersford.
A Demorest Contest will be held in prove a fitting close to the bicycle
personal property, to insure a full at
tioned. ¡Sale to commence at 1 o'clock. Con
dred, rye and oats by the bushel, several hun ditions^
the
Republican
Club
held
their
meet
Masonic
Hall,
Trappe,
on'
Saturday
season
in
this
neighborhood.
A credit of six months on all sums of
tendance, should be advertised in the
Mrs. B. F. Ram bo and Elma B. dred bushels corn, about 1000 bundles cornfod
ing on Wednesday evening. Promi Ram bo spent one day last week in der, heavy single and double harness, blinds, $10 and upward ; under that amount, cash.
evening, November 23, under the
I ndependent .
RICHARD POOLE.
Rather Tough Story, This t
headhalters, collars, trace chains, express har
nent speakers addressed the meeting. Potts town.
auspices of the C. E. of St. Luke’s
ness, light single harness, good as new ; spike Wayne Pierson, auct. M. Linderman, clerk.
—When a woman keeps her husband Reformed church. Able contestants
Farmer Lewis Beam, of FlatbrookOrville Nichols has 270 Colonial,
Mr. H. W. Johnson and family of, harrow, grindstone, axe, shovels, wood saw,
constantly in “hot water,” it is no will constitute the class and music will ville, Pa., detected a 7-foot blacksnake
post spade, 21 milk cans, double ladder, 16 cow
Continental
and United States coins, Parkerford, spent Saturday with Mrs. chains,
wonder if he comes home “soaked” intersperse the recitations. An ad stealing eggs from his speckled hen’s
wheelbarrow, and many other articles to plJBLIC SALE OF
also
Old
Bank
and
Confederate
notes,
C. W. Johnson and family.
be hunted up by day of sale. Sale to commence
sometimes.
mission fee will be charged.
boudoir the other day. He killed the which he will sell separate or the
at l o'clock, p. m. Conditions : 90 days credit
The schools of Limerick are closed on
REAL ESTATE!
thief. An autopsy of the dishonest whole collection,
all sums above $5.00
A. C. KRATZ.
—The new Bohler pipe organ in
this
week,
whilst
the
teachers
are
re
L. H. Ingram, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
Made
an
Assignment.
reptile revealed the presence of half a
Jerusalem Lutheran Church, SchwenksWill'be
sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
A fire burnt over parts of John and ceiving new methods and inspiration
NOVEMBER 7, 1895, a valuable farm of 78
Harrison Woodward, a recent candi dozen china eggs inside the snake. Joseph
ville, was formally dedicated last Sun
Brower’s fields next to the in the intellectual atmosphere iu Music
acres and 120 perches of land, situate in Wor
date for the Republican nomination for Two live chickens were about to peck Perkiomen
day with appropriate ceremonies.
p tB L IC SALE OF
cester township, Montgomery county, Pa., about
and on the tract Hall, Norristown.
Treasurer, of Moreland township, has their way out of a couple of eggs that surveyed forrailroad
one mile east of Fairvlew Village,
the new town. The fire
On last Tuesday afternoon a team
—Stranger—Can you tell me how to made an assignment for the benefit of had been swallowed by the snake, the
bounded by lands of Isaiah Anders,
REAL
ESTATE
originated
from
coals
from
a
passing
belonging
to
Samuel
Gottshall,
near
Jos.
S. Anders, John H. Schultz, and
get to the museum ?
his creditors to Irvin P. Knipe, of process of incubation having been car engine, and as the wind was high the
others. The improvements consist of 2
the Dunkard Meeting House, ran away
Professor—An omnibus goes there. Norristown. Mr. Woodward owns ried on by the internal department of
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY. stone dwelling houses, barn, spring house and
flames resembled a prairie fire.
in Royersford, colliding with a tele Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, all necessary outbuildings. For full particulars
Wait here a minute and you will see two large farms and bad the settlement the reptile.
posters. Sale at 1 o’clock, p. in. Condi
the omnibi. Then, if you hail the of several large estates.
The W. C. T. U. will hold their graph pole, breaking the tongue of the NOVEMBER 21, 1805, upon the farm of the see
MICHAEL H. GRATER.
PERSONAL.
late Amos Dismant, deceased, one mile from tions by
omniboyou will be driven there in the
meeting this Thursday afternoon at tongue.
L.
H.
Ingram, anct. Jno. R. Weikel, clerk.
Royersford
or
Mingo,
in
Upper
Providence
town
omnibum.
Revival services by the M. E. church, ship, the following real estate and personal
Mr. and Mrs. Fenton, of Wissa- the Green Tree church, when a report
Literary.
hickon, visited W. P. Fenton and of the proceedings of the convention Royersford, began last Sabbath even property :
James
Whitcomb
Riley
has
comW. C. T. G.
The real estate consists of the farm of the late T>UBLIC SALE OF
ing. Mrs. Grace Weiser Davis the
will be made.
a new series of poems in which family, this place, over Sunday,
Amos Dismant, containing 82 acres, with large
The monthly meeting of the W. C. .pleted
noted
evangelist,
will
be
present.
Mrs.
stone house and barn and all manner
he varies the treatment Of each one to
Mrs. Sowers and Miss Tyndall, of
Love Feast and Commemoration of Davis preached both morning and even
Valuable Real E state!
T. U. will be held in the church parlor such
of baildlng8 necessary to and con
the
Lord’s
Supper
at
Green
Tree
Philadelphia,
spent
Sunday
at
the
an
extent
that
they
are
said
to
nected with the large farm. The land
on Wednesday, November 6, at 2.30 p. show the Hoosier poet’s versatility to Alberta.
ing
on
last
Sunday.
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
church Saturday evening. The meet
Is naturally of the most fertile in the
in. A full attendance is solicited..
The flour and feed store of Davis
Valley, and most desirably located NOVEMBER 2, 1895, on tbe premises, In Col
a remarkable degree. He has given
legeville,
Upper Providence township, Mont
Mrs. Rev. Yenser, of Marietta, Pa., ing of the L. T. L.f which was to be and Mowrey, adjoining the hosiery Schuylkill
near the borongh limits of Royersford—a growthe series to The Ladies' Home Journal, is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. held’ this Saturday, has been post
Lutheran Lyceum.
1: g and progressive town of over 3,000 inhabit gomery county, the following described real
mill
of
Mr.
M.
C.
Urner
&
Company
Philadelphia, in which the first is about
poned until Saturday, Nov. 9.
ants. The buildings are finely located as to site estate : A messuage and lot or land containing
A regular meeting of the Lutheran to be published. A. B. Frost has been Laros, this place.
which was burned last Wednesday and tbe place would make a fine country resi two acres, more or less, bounded by lands of S.
The scholars of our schools have evening is still smoking. The origin dence for any person desirous of seeking a S. Auge, the Worrall estate, the Perkiomen R.
Lyceum, Trappe, will be held this engaged by the magazine to illustrate
Miss Minerva Weinberger is attend
others. The improvements are a
vacation
this week. Teachers are at of the fire is unknown but is supposed country home and yet convenient to railroad R. Co., and
(Thursday) evening, at 7.45. Pro the poems.
ing the Bucks county teachers’ institute tending the
two-and-a-half story L stone bouse ; 2
stations.
A
special
feature
of
this
farm
is
tbe
Institute
at
Norristown.
gram at 8. All invited.
rooms on each floor, garret, cellar, cel
to have been the result of spontaneous manner in which It is watered, having springs
this week at Doylestown.
lar kitchen. Frame stable and wagon
combustion. The engines of both and stream on nearly every part of the place,
The Ladies’ Aid.
Jim
Carter
appropriated
Winfield
house, 16x24 ft., 16 feet high, stabling
Holy Communion.
yet no part of the land Is swampy.
Riley’s overcoat and left for parts un boroughs responded promptly, but no andPERSONAL
How Niee !
The monthly meeting of the Ladies’
PROPERTY ¡—Beds and bed for two horses and one cow ; all other necessary
On nest Sunday morning Trinity Aid Society of Trinty church held at
could be made on the flames ding, looking glasses, gun, bureau, cases of outbuildings. A well of neverfalling water
There are at least sixteen reasons known. Jim knows a good thing progress
the house. A variety of fruit on the place.
church, of this place, will bold its the residence of Mr. F. M. Hobson, on why
until
the
supply of water could be drawers, stoves, heaters, sausage stufler, lot ol near
when
he
sees
it
and
had
an
eye
to
the work of issuing a newspaper
dental tools, axes, tables, lot of dishes and This property is very pleasantly located in a de
autumn Holy Communion. The usual Monday evening of this week, was is not
taken
from
the
canal.
By
the
untiring
business
when
he
took
dat
ar’
over
crockeryware, cupboard, carpet, lounge, saws, lightful neighborhood abounding in schools,
greatest employment on
good attendance on the part of the largely attended, and a good time earth tothe
coat, ’cause cole winter am a coming. efforts put forth by the firemen and fork«, and all manner of household furniture. business places, churches, etc., and any one
make
the
publisher
a
sweeta good home and desiring to view the
scattered membership of the church is generally was had. After the usual tempered, saintly and angelic sort of a
others, the hosiery mill adjacent was Lot of wheat in the ground. One horse,- two wishing
place before the day of sale will call on the ten
If the young man from Geiseburg saved from the flames. The building
cows, cart, wagons, horse rake,
expected and desired.
ant residing thereon. The property will be
business bad been despatched, an person. One of the reasons is ex bad gone to the necktie sociable at
mowing machine, boring bench,_
either as a whole or In parts. Sale at 1
and contents were insured ; whether
,lot of plows, family carriage^ corn sold
Fossil Remains at Port Kennedy. excellent program was rendered. The emplified when thè editor gives a Port Providence on Saturday evening the loss is covered, we are not able to
planter, threshing machine, wind mill, o'clock p. m. Conditions by
meeting was held at Mr. Hobson’a, show, a lecture, a fair, or some other en instead of going to Valley Forge, ha
MARY V. BERTOLET.
hay ladders, lot of hay, lot of wheat, lot of
state.
Prof. E. D. Cope, the distinguished instead of ’Squire __Fetterolfs, as terprise a reading notice upon request wouldn’t got left.
vinegar, lot of chickens, roller, cider press and S. R. Shupe, auct.
naturalist, presented, Tuesday, a com previously announced, owing to the and receives his remuneration in being
The present outlook of the industrial grindstone, lot of posts and lot of straw, to
By the by there were too many prosperity of Royersford has never gether with many other articles of personal JgiXECUTOR’S SALE OF
munication on the results of the recent fact that the ’Squire’s “heater” is in afforded au opportunity to observe
not herein enumerated.
examinatioh of the fossils of the Port process of being extensively repaired. that the job printing for said enterprise neckties alike at the sociable and the been so promising. Owing to the new property
Sale will commence at 1 o’clock, and condi
Kennedy bone cave, before a meeting The next meeting will be held at the was done at an out-of-town office. supply was not equal to the demand. industries, the new hosiery mills, the tions
will be made khown by the undersigned
REAL ESTATE!
of the Academy of Natural Science, residence of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Publishers who are subjected to The result was the girls bad more fel additional buildingsof the Dye Works, Administrator, of whom Inquiry can be made
at
his
residence
In
Phcenixville,
or
of
E.
L.
Will
be
sold by the undersigned, executor of
Philadelphia.
Fetterolf, December 2d.
impositions of this kind should be lows than they could manage, but the three foundries, two large Glass Hallman, Esq., his attorney, at Royersford.
the last will and testament of Henry Fink, de
matters
were
amically
settled
with
all
ceased, on SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1895,
well supplied with prayer-books and hands around on the way home, even Works, the American Tire and Wheel
JOHN 8. DISMANT, Administrator.
Fire Near Eaglevllle.
Ursinus college notes.
on the premises, all that certain messuage and
Works, the Novelty factory, and other
pulpit admonitions.
if one girl had three fellows with neck important works, about 300 to 400 Also at the same time and place will be sold lot of land 25x140 feet, situate in the village of
Wednesday morning of last week
Miss Yinnie Meneh visited her
Mont Clare, Upper Providence township, Mont
the roof of the springhouse of P. S. parents at Pennsburg over Saturday Death of a Prominent Montgomery ties alike, she divided up with the rest more people will be employed the the following personal property of the under gomery
county, Pa., the property of decedent,
of the girls.
: 6 milk cows, and one fat cow ; lot of bounded in front by Walnut street, and lands of
Getty, who resides near Eagleville, and Sunday.
County Lawyer.
coming year. As Charles Heber signed
*g|rtKchlckens by the pound, five ducks, lot of Gertrude W. Thompson and Mrs. Joel Fink.
was discovered to be on fire, that was'
John Nettles and John Frederic Clark remarked to the editor of the j£ jL ,tu rk e y s by the pound, Hensch cultivator, The Improvements consist of a substan-^^^
Charles Hnnsicker, one of the most
Rev. Madison Peters, of New York,
started, it is supposed, by sparks from
latest improved and used only one season ; tial three-story brick dwelling houseft^ffi|
prominent Democrats and lawyers of will spend the week gunning in Clin Tribune of the above borough, in express
favored
the
students
and
professors
wagon, Syracuse plow, Wallace plow, 18x80 feet, two-story brick attachment « ill j
a wood fire near by, where apple but
Philadelphia, “I don’t know what it is, springtooth
ton
county,
this
State.
Montgomery
county,
died
at
his
home
com marker, one man 18x18 feet, and a one-story framelSil ‘
ter was being boiled. The flames were with a short sermon on Tuesday morn in Norristown, Sunday morning, after
but there is something about the cross-cut saw,harrow,
shovels, pick, grubbing hoe, kitchen, containing four rooms and hall on first
A dog supposed to be mad came people of Royersford that seems rakes, hoes and 2forks
promptly extinguished by a bucket ing. It was a rare treat.
of
all kinds ; one set of floor, three rooms and hall on second floor, and
a long illness. His death was due to
Yankee” harness, set of milk harness, cultiva two rooms on third floor, porch in front, and
brigade.
Three members of the Senior class nervous prostration and heart failure. down to Overdorf’s house and gave lacking in many other places. They “tors,
carriage pole and plow harness, five barrels also on side of attachment. And a well of good
delivered orations in the college chapel Mr. Hunsicker’s ancestry first settled chase to his chickens. Mr. O. shot at seem to have tbe power of making of vinegar,
about 650 bushels of corn on the water In kitchen. This property Is desirably
RELIGIOUS.
after 4 o’clock on Tuesday afternoon. on the Perkiomen in Montgomery the dog several times and missed him. things go.” Let the good work go on, cob, about 130 bushels of oats, about 35 bushels located
two railroad stations, churches,
The dog started off to Perkiomen and then may it truly be styled. “Tbe of wheat, 2500 sheaves of cornfodder, 5 thirty- schools, near
and stores. Persons wishing to view
Episcopal service at St. James’
The “Zwings” are preparing a pro county. He was born in Upper Provi Junction, and walked ap to John
qnart milk cans, 6 twenty.quart milk cans, the property will call on the tenant, William
Evansburg every Sunday at 10.30 a. m., gram for their open meeting to be held dence on October 26, 1835. When 14 Frederic, who was standing on - the Pittsburg,” of the Schuylkill Valley. milk strainer, 1100 weight of phosphate. The Gordon. Conditions on day of sale by
conditions of the foregoing sale will be a credit
H. W. KRARZ, Executor.
Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser on Friday evening, November 8, in he became a pupil at Washington Hall, platform with his lantern in his hand.
of 90 days on all sums over $10 by giving a John G. Fetterolf, auct.
S4sc.
Bucklen’8 Arnica Salve.
vice at Royersford at 3.15 p. m. Rev. Zwingiiau Hall.
at Trappe, and later of Freeland Sem The dog took a look at the lantern,
note with approved security, and all sums under
T h e B est S alve in t h e W o bld for Cats, $10,. cash, and all goods shall be removed by
A. J. Barrow, Rector.
inary.
Before
attaining
his
16th
year
then struck off for Bean's at Pawling, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Saturday, Nov. 23,1895.
The Glee and Mandolin club expect
TDUBLIC SALE OF
entered the sophomore class of where he raised a racket. Returning, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, -Corns, and
On and after the first Sunday in to give their first musical Thanksgiv he
CHARLES J. HOFFMAN.
all
Skin
Eruptions,
and
positively
cures
Piles,
Union
College,
at
Schenectady,
N.
Y.,
he took the railroad for Phcenixville,
November morning service will be ing week.
no pay required. It is guaranteed to give
REAL ESTATE!
and graduated at the age of 19, choos attacked Norman Smith’s bull dog aud or
perfect satisfaction or money refunded. Price SHERIFF’S SALE OF
lesumed in St. Paul’s Memorial church
ing
the
law
for
his
profession.
He
en
25
cents
per
box.
For
sale
by
Joseph
W.
Cul
almost
tore
him
to
pieces.
The
dog
is
JOURNALISTIC.
Will
be
sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
near Oaks. Afternoon service as
tered the office of James Boyd, of described as a good-sized hound, color bert, Collegeville, Pa.
NOVEMBER 9, 1895, on the premises of John
usual at 3.30. All welcome. Benjamin
The News and Advertiser is the title Norristown, and was admitted to the
W. Wanner, deceased, the following described
REAL ESTATE!
J. Douglas, rector.
real estate, situate in Worcester township, about
of a new semi-monthly publication bar in 1857. He rapidly rose to a white, with dark spots and sported a
state
notice
.
By virtue of a writ of Venditioni Exponas is one fourth of a mile from Providence Square
issued at Limerick, this county, by leading position at the Montgomery fine collar.
Estate of John W. Wanner, late of Wor sued out of the Coart of Common Pleas of P. O.: A messuage and a tract of land of nearly
M. E. church, Evansburg. Come to Albert
C.
Stauffer.
cester
township,
Montgomery
connty,
deceased.
John
B.
Dettra
has
a
building
to
Montgomery
county, to me directed, will be 10 acres, bounded by lands of J. Pennypacker,
county bar, his ability and legal
church and bring the children.
Letters testamentary having been granted tbe
at pnblic sale, on WEDNESDAY, NOVEM M. K. Tyson, H. K. Tyson, and J. F. Truckses6.
The Lansdale Reporter was twenty- acumen securing him a successful and put up 40x36 fee.t. Estimates have undersigned, all persons indebted to said estate sold
Services as follows : Sunday school
BER 20, 1895, at 2 o’clock, p. m., in Court The improvements are a two-and-a-half-story
been made and work will begin are requested to make Immediate payment, and Room
stone house, 3 rooms on first floor, 3
9.30 a. m., morning service, 10.45 a. five years old last week. Under the lucrative practice. Mr. Hunsicker shortly.
No. 2, at the Court House, in the borough
those
having
legal
claims,
to
present
the
same
rooms and a hall on second floor, aud 2
of Norristown, said county, the following de
m. ; Epworth League, 7.30 p. m. ; clever ed itorial management of Brother was married on June 13, 1865, to a
without delay to
rooms on attic and a cellar under the
scribed
real
estate
:
Evening service, 8 p. m. ; prayer and Woodmansee, the Reporter has of late daughter of General William Schall
The canal company are dredging the
SUSAN A. WANNER, Executrix,
whole house ; also 2 porches. Frame
All that certain messuage and lot of land
Providence Square, Montg. Co., Pa. situate in Limerick township, said county, to barn, nearly new ; stabling for 3 horses and 4
class meeting Wednesday evening at years occupied a prominent place in and by this union had two sons, Ed channel in Pawliug’s dam. I t is said 24oc.
wit : Beginning In the middle of a public road cows. Wagon bouses, pig sty, and all other
win S. and James R. Hunsicker, both they will do away with the ferry and
Montgomery county journalism.
8 o’clock.
leading from Sanatoga station to Limerick sta necessary outbuildings. A well of excellent
otice to gunners.
of
whom
survive
him.
During
the
build
a
bridge
near
the
railroad
bridge
tion at a corner of John Schurr’s land, thence water near the house. Great variety of fruit
Brother Goettler, of Souderton, has
The undersigned hereby give notice that southwesterly
Children’s Day services at Augustus
war
Mr.
Hunsicker
entered
the
service
that
crosses
the
river
near
Brower’s
four hundred and twenty-seven trees in good bearing condition. The land is in
introduced
a
Campbell
cylinder
press
trespassing
upon
their
premises
by
gunners
and
Lutheran church, Trappe, next Sun
state of cultivation, which may be seen by
as adjutant of the Fourth Pennsyl Locks.
sportsmen is positively forbidden, under penalty feet to a point within sixteen feet and a half of high
and
new
type
in
his
office
and
has
the centre line of the Philadelphia and Reading crops raised on premises. This property is de
day at 10 a. m. A special address
of law :
vania
Volunteers.
He
was
a
staunch
Some of our people complain of a B. W. Welkel for Jas. R. Weikel and Samuel Railroad, tbence along said railroad northeast sirably located, churches, school houses, cream
on Home Missions will be delivered by enlarged his Independent to an eight Democrat, and in 1865 he was elected
erly, forty-two and a half feet to a point within eries, and mills, being within a radius of two
Streeper Estate, Upper Providence.
the pastor, Rev. I. B. Kurtz. Preach-, column paper. The improvement in District Attorney of this county for scarcity of water in their wells and
sixteen feet and a half of said centre line, thence miles. Persons wishing to view the premises
Anna
Brunner,
Upper
Providence.
the make up of the paper is marked
have to haul water from the runs and
by land ot Emanuel Schurr northeasterly four can do so by calling on the undersigned, resid
tt
ing at 7.30 p. m. All invited.
A. D. Wagner,
and Brother Gcettler deserves due re three years aud chosen as a delegate creeks on wash days. Now is the
hundred and thirteen feet to the middle of said ing thereon. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
Henry Zimmerman,
to
the
Constitutional
Convention
at
SU8AN A. WANNER, Executrix.
public road, thence along the same southeastEvangelical church, Trappe circuit. ward for his enterprise.
John Poley,
((
erly forty feet and one inch to the place S. R. Shupe, auctioneer.
Philadelphia in 1873, taking a promi time to dig deeper.
Wm. Amos,
Services next Sunday as follows :
ft
of
beginning,
containing
sixteen
thou
Dr. Joe Thomas has given Wether- Frederick Fry,
nent part in the proceedings of that
Trappe, 10.30 a. m. ; Zieglersville, 2.30
DEATHS.
sand eight hundred square feet of land.
it
Dr. J. Hamer,
1-iT ADJOURNED
memorable body. He introduced a ill’s Glen the shake since he treed that
«
The Improvements are a two-story
p. m. ; Limerick, 7.30 p. m.
Irwin Weikel,
Sadie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. section providing for fhe review of ghost coon and goes to Areola hills
tt
stone dwelling house, 23ft. by 32 ft. 6 in., with a ^DIHINISTRATOR’S SALE OF
David G. Tyson,
two-story stone back building 17 ft. by 18 ft., 8
it
D. H. Casselberry,
Trinity Church : Wednesday even Wallace Hoyer, of this township, died criminal trials by the Supreme Court now.
(<
rooms on first floor, 4 rooms on second floor,
D. H. Grubb,
ing, 7.30 o’clock, the church prayer of marasmus Wednesday night of last of the State, which, although defeated
garret, cellar, porch front and side, well of water
J.
I.
Bechtel,
A
Gala
Week
for
Public
(School
REAL ESTATE!
meeting. Friday evening, at 7.30 week, aged 3 months. Funeral (pri in the Constitution, was subsequently
and pump, outbuildings.
Jonas R. Landes,
Teachers.
Seized
and
taken
in
execution
as
the
property
vate)
was
held
Friday.
Interment
at
F. R. Deeds,
o'clock, choir practice. SaturdayLower Providence.
made a law by the Legislature. He
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’ Court
of George W. Schurr, and to be sold by
«
E. E. Plush,
of Montgomery county, will be sold at public
afternoon, 2 o’clock, services prepara Lutheran cemetery, Trappe.
served two terms as trustee for the
The forty-first annual session of the
ALBERT D. SIMPSON, Sheriff.
John G. Detwiler,
sale
on SATURDAY, the 26th day of OCTO
u
tory to the Holy Communion. Sun
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa , Oct. 21, '95.
State Hospital for the Insane at Nor Montgomery county teachers institute
Samuel Sperry,
BER, 1895, at two o’clock, p. m., the follow
ft
Harry
A.
Shuler,
son
of
D.
Clinton
day : Sunday sehool at 9 o’clock, a. m.,
ristown and was a delegate in the opened at Norristown Monday morn A. W. Zollers,
ing described real estate, late the property of
tt
H. Wanner,
Jacob G. Klein, deceased :
the Sacrament of the Holy Communion, and Isabella Shuler, died at the home Democratic National Convention in ing at 10 o’clock in the grand opera J.
HEKIFF’S SALE OF
ft
D.
H.
Casselberry,
No. 1. All that messuage or tenement and
at 10 o’clock, a. m. ; the Junior C. E. of his parents, Trappe, Wednesday of 1884, which nominated Grover Cleve house, with the best attendance for
tt
Dr. M. Y. Weber,
tract of land with the improvements, situate In
prayer service, at 2 p. m., the Y. P. last week, aged 19 years, 4 months and land for the Presidency.
years. Prof. R. F. Hoffecker is the
Upper
Providence township, about one mile
REAL ESTATE!
above the village of Trappe and about two-andS. C. E. prayer service at 6.30, Miss 19 days. Death was primarily due to
presiding officer. Secretary . Miller A RCOLA
THE TURF.
By virtue of a writ of Venditioni Exponas is a-half miles from Collegeville Station on the
Nellie Culbert, leader, and the monthly a vioieut attack of appendicitis ; the
read the minutes of the last session,
sued out of the- Court ot Common Pleas of Perkiomen railroad, bounded by lands of Mrs.
surgical operation performed on Mon
CIDER
MILL.
Missionary meeting, at 7.30.
which
were
adopted
as
read,
and
Prof.
Auctioneer J. G. Fetterolf, owner of
Montgomery county, to me directed, will be sold Cassaday, Abraham Weikel, Oliver Penna.
day previous proving to be of no avail the Stallion May Boy, and James Eisenhower announced the appoint The Areola Cider Mill will he in operation at
sale on WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER packer, the Perkiomen and Reading Turnpike
Preaching in St. Luke’s Reformed in saving the young man’s life. Harry Morgan, owner of the Stallion Easter, ment of a committee on necrology— every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday until 20,public
road, containing 20 acres, more or less.
1895, at 2 o’clock, p. m., in Court Room No.
The improvements consist of a sub
eburch, Trappe, Sunday at 10.30 a. m. was beloved by a wide circle of friends both gentlemen—as well as their horses Milton S. Moyer, N. A. Yerger, Henry October 81.
2, at the Court House, in the borongh of Norris
stantial and commodious stone dwell
H. T. PLU8H.
town, said county, the following described real
Subject: Mt. Sinai ; also in the even who share the sorrow of the sorely be —being well-known in this section of Goetel—to act on the death of Garrett
ing
house 34x44 ft., two and a half
estate :
ing at 7.30 p. m. Subject : Elizabeth. reaved paTents. The funeral was held
stories high, and a stone attachment, containing
All
that
certain
messuage
and
three
contigu
Hunsicker,
of
Skippack.
The
opening
LD COINS.
Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.30 Saturday morning and was largely at the county have arranged to “go” at address was delivered by J. L. Robb,
ous tracts of land situate in Limerick township, 10 rooms and hall, garret, cellar and porches.
have 270 Colonial, Continental and said county, to wit : Tbe first tract, beginning Stone barn 33x68 feet, containing threshing
p. m. Mid-week services every Wednes tended. The floral emblems, tokens Belmont on Saturday afternoon, No of Lower Merion. The report of the UnitedI States
Coins ; also Old Bank and Con in a public road leading from Towers Ford Road floor, two mows, granaries, ample stable room,
day evening at 7.30. The pastor is of love and esteem from near relatives vember 9. The result of this turf reading circle was read by H. E. federate Notes for Bale. Apply to
to i’arkersford, bounded by lands now or late of and wagon house, pig sty, and other outbuild
contest
will
be
looked
forward
to
with
ORVILLE
NICHOLS, Oaks, Pa.
delivering a series of talks on The and friends, were of unique and appro
Abraham Hallman, Widow Evans, Enoch Ray ings. Abundant water supply, apple orchard,
Hartzell,
of
Sumneytown,
and
showed
much
iuterest.
The
owners
of
the
sor, and said public road, containing six acres and a variety of other frnlt trees.
Epochs of Creation. Monthly meeting priate designs. The Rev. I. B. Kurtz
No. 2. All that tract of farm land situate in
the membership had grown to
and one hundred and one perches of land.
or sale.
of the Women's Missionary Society on delivered the funeral discourse at the pacers Jim Corbett and Thomas Jeffer that
The 2d tract, Beginning at a corner of Joseph Perkiomen township, bounded by lands of Enos
2000 bundles of cornfodder.
450.
A
discussion,
“Is
the
course
of
son
are
to
be
invited
to
bring
their
Saturday at 2 p. m. Pews free. All Lutheran cburch, Trappe, and inter
Christman’s land, bounded by the same and H. Detwiler, John Nace, John Isett and others,
O. Y. KUGLER, Agent.
in our schools overcrowded,” 17oe.
18 acres and 12 perches, more or less.
invited. Rev. E. Clark Hibshman, ment was made in the cemetery con speed along and enter the race. study
Providence Square, Pa. lands now or late of Jacob Egolf and Henry containing
Both properties will be sold on the Upper
followed.
H.
M.
Dickinson,
of
WyndPoley,
and
others,
and
a
public
road,
containing
Thomas
Jefferson
will
not
be
in
it
;
pastor.
Providence tract. Conditions on day of sale by
nected with that church. Undertaker his track work for this season is over. nioor, thought the schools need more
nine acres and sixty-seven perches of land.
H. W. KRATZ, Administrator.
or sale !
Tbe 3d tract, Beginning in the middle of a
J. S. Kepler had charge of the remains.
studies.
Charles
A.
Wagner,
of
PerkioA roan horse, IS years old ; gen
Beware of Ointments that Contain Mercury,
public road, bounded by lands now or late of John G. Fetteiolf, auct.
Last Friday Prince Mambrino, the meu, thought the schools were over tle, any
woman can drive him. Apply
Joseph Christman, estate of Amos Raysor, de
As mercury will surely destroy the^ sense of
very promising three-year-old hay crowded with advance work, which to
J. K. BEAVER, Trappe, Pa.
ceased, aud Henry Poley, containing six acres
Marvelous Results.
smell and completely derange the whole system
gelding,
owned
by
F.
W.
Scheuren,
of
ir e t~ f ir e i ¡—
notice.
and one hundred and one perches of land.
when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
From a letter written by Rev. J. Gunderman, this place, went three heats in excellent prevent? reviews and repetition' of
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
The improvements are a 2}4 story
uilding lots for sale.
Such articles should never be used except on of Dimondale, Mich., we are permitted to make
studies, which would fasten the teach
and Storm Insurance Company are hereby noti
Excellent building lots for sale in College frame dwelling house 28 ft. 9 in. by 18'
prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the this extract: “ I have no hesitation in recom style at Belmont, in 2.44f, 2.43, 2.41^ ;
fied that a contribution was levied on Septem
F. ville, corner of P. & R. Turnpike and Bringhurst ft. 6 in., with a one-story back build
damage they will do is tenflod to the good you mending Dr. King’s New Discovery, as the re one of the quarters was trotted in 39 ings on the minds of the young.
ber 20,1895, on each policy, equal to premium
road, 200 feet front on Turnpike and 200 feet ing 10 ft. by 13 ft., 3 rooms on first
G.
Hobson.
Esq.,
of
this
place,
opened
can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh sults were almost marvelous in the case of my
thereon,
and that Andrew Supplee, Treasurer of
floor,
4
rooms
on
second
floor,
3
rooms
on
third
Cure manufactured by F. J. Cheney <& Co., wife. • While I was pastor at the Baptist Church seconds, a 2.36 gait. This young horse tbe work of Monday afternoon by con deep. Sold in lots of 65 to 70 feet front.
floor, celiar, porch front and side, well of water said Company, will attend at the office of the
17oc.6m.
FRANK M. HOBSON, Agent.
Toledo, Ohio, contains no mercury, and is taken at Rives Junction she was brought down with has been regularly handled for speed
and pump. Frame bam 43 ft. by 20 ft., wagon Company, Swede Street, opposite the Court
tinuing his interesting talk on local
internally, acting directly upon the blood and Pneumonia succeeding La Grippe. Terrible about six weeks.
house 33 ft. by 21 ft., stabling for 3 horses and House, in the Borongh of Norristown, to receive
mucous surfaces of the system. In buying paroxysms of coughing would last hours with
history. With much familiarity with
five cows ; cistern with pump ; other outbuild said assessment.
REWARD !
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get che genu little interruption and it seemed as if she could
MacDuff, the stylish trottiug horse bis subject, Mr. Hobson followed
The 40 days time for payment of said tax will
A reward of $15 will be paid for evi ings.
ine. It is taken internally, and made in Toledo, not survive them. A friend recommended Dr.
Seized and taken in execution as the property date from October 1st, 1895.
that will convict the person or persons
Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free. King’s New Discovery ; it was quick in its work owned by W. B. Logan, Jr., of Yerkes, Washington and his army in their dence
Persons sending money by mailmust accom
who have maliciously broken off fence posts and of Albert Major, and to be sold by
Sold by J. W. Culbert, Druggist, Collegeville, and highly satisfactory in results.” Trial bottles went a mile over the Phoenixville movements through the county during otherwise
pany it with postage for return of a receipt.
ALBERT D. SIMPSON, Sheriff.
damaged my property.
r*. 70cents.
free at Joseph W. Culbert’s Drug Store.
1 I track, last Saturday, in 2.34,
tbe winter of 1778. Montgomery ?l0-l-8t.
9-26-6t
ANDREW SUPPLEE, Treasurer.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Oct. 21,1895.
FREDERICK FRY, Trappe, Pa.

-s Providence Independent s-

Entertainment.

The young ladies of Ursinus Col
lege, assisted by the celebrated Auto
TERMS :— $1.25 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE matic Warblers of Boston, will give
an entertainment in the college chapel,
November 19. See a later issue for
T h u rs d a y , O ct. 31, 1895.
further particulars.

Extra Toes.

A M M U N IT IO N !

John Kemp, of near Little Oley,
Berks county, has a pair of chicks in
his hennery which are curiosities.
They have five toes on each of their
feet instead of the regulation four.

I. H. Benjamin & Co*,
Phoenisville,

Penna.
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$15

F

K A IL K O A U K .

Department of Agriculture.

J O H N L. B E C H T E L

PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.

Sulphur and old tobacco leaves
burned in the poultry house with the
house closed up tight will clear it of
red lice.

HAVE t US

CHEAP POTATOES.
TO E R E C T FOR YOU
Potatoes have been so cheap this
FOR PH IL A D EL PH IA AND POIN TS SOOTH.
Pall, and the crop is estimated so
TH E
P O IN T E R S
Milk................................................ .,..6.49 a. m.
large^ that many growers are disap
CAN I O B T A IN A P A T E N T » F o r »
Accommodation............................... .8.00 a. m.
Prompt answer and an honest opinion, w rite to
pointed in the outlook. It is much
Market...................................................... 12.49 p.m.
-------f<fc C O ., who h a v e had n eatly Arty years’
Oldest,
Most
Reliable,
ant
experience in th e p a te n t business. Communica
Accommodation........................................ 4.05 p.m.
better, however, to have an excessive
tio n s strictly confidential. A H a n d b o o k o f In 
form ation concerning P a t e n t s an d how to ob
FOB ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NORTH AND WEST.
ta in th em se n t free. Also a catalogue o f m echan
crop and low prices than a very small
ical and scientific books s e n t free.
Best Made in the Market
I
am
Selling
All
Kind*
of
Farming
P a te n ts ta k e n th ro u g h M unn ft Co. receive
crop and high prices, for by using the
Mail............................................................ 8.00 a.m.
special notice In th e S c ie n tif ic A m e r i c a n , and
F
U
R
N
IS
H
IN
G
Accommodation......................................... 9.06 a.m.
th
u s a re b rought widely before th e public w ith
Implements
at
Very
Low
Priees,
potatoes as cattle food all surplus
o u t cost to th e in v en to r. T his splendid paper.
Market........................................................8.17 p.m.
Issued weekly, elegantly illu strated , has by taxth e
Accommodation......................................... 5.46 p.m.
stock can be turned into profitable
and have the agency for
larg est circulation o f an y scientific work In th e
J 1Tear* Sample copies sen t free.
SUNDAYS— SOOTH.
Building E dition, m onthly, $2.60 a year. Single
meat. It required the teachings of
Ladders, Pumps,
copies, 2 5 cents. Every num ber contains beau
tif u l plates, in colors, an d photographs o f new
Milk............................................................ 7.12 a.m.
last Winter to make farmers realize AND SOLID COMFORT SWINGS ! The lad
houses, w ith plans, enabling b u ild e rs to show th e
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
Accommodation................... -..............6.13 p. m.
la te st designs and secure co n tracts. A ddress
how easily a surplus crop of wheat ders come in sections, so that they can be made
MUNN ft COn N e w Yo r k , 3 6 1 B r o a d w a y .
N O RTH .
Steel
Tower
and
Mill
All
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive the could be disposed of by feeding it out from 5 to 50 feet long, as desired. The pumps
Accommodation.................
8.55 a. m.
non-freezing and throw from 20 to 30 gallons
nuamiiiiitiiiiimiiiimminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiniuuw
Galvanized.
Milk............................................................ 7.27 p.m. most careful and painstaking attention. 22au. to the cattle, and possibly the coming are
of water per mtn'ute. Will place them on trial.
Winter may be useful in showing As for the swings, no one will do without one
GET A GOOD OHE!
after once trying them.
Requires no paint, and
farmers new ways to feed potatoes.
JOHN S. KEPLER,
SLATE ROOFIBiG a specialty. Esti
greasing only once in
It may not be necessary to feed the mates cheerfully given Gray Stone Flagging at
2 Organized 1888.
Incorporated 189$. f t
Made in the Right Way of Right Kind of Wood.
cents per square foot. WU1 sell strictly No. 1
four months.
large potatoes, or even those of med 10
Malleable Iron Bushing in Pin Hole in Handle.
slate for $3 and $4 per square.
Long, Heavy Cylinders driven in from Bottom;
iSCHISSLER C O L LE G E i
ium
grade,
to
cattle,
but
it
certainly
Wood cannot swell away from this kind.
o f BUSINESS, Incorp.
§
Thanking you for past patronage, I hope to
Heavy Welded Bands.
TR
A
P
P
E,
PA.
W e make a variety of Brass
N o r r is t o w n , P a . •
will in many cases prove of advantage merit your present and future patronage.
Eighth C ollegiate Year.
Cylinder Hand Pump,
if the potatoes that are generally sent
L. B. WISMER,
Each pupil is taught separately.
and can fill orders
to market are overhauled and sorted
The least expense for stationery.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Every teacher is a trained educator. Wj
promptly.
over again. Cull out all that are be
The most reasonable rates of tuition.
Iron Handle Brackets, made In one piece, and
low a good size, table potato, and send
will not work loose.
Our courses of study are thoroughly
Wide Bucket Leathers, made of back of the
practical.
only the fancy ones to market. Even
hide, put on with threaded nails.
We secure desirable positions for a
greater per cent, of our pupils than any
in times of gluts the well-assorted
2 0ther SCh001- A. J . SCH ISSLER . M. ». -M
potatoes bring good prices, the best
C . L. H a .LLMAN, Principal and Founder.
President.
1
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
My past experience at the business having assortments selling for premiums. The
satisfactory to those whom I have served,
i ¡vzvtm tzvzm w itv ft Iproven
—
B
Y
ordinary
grades
which
include
some
I t Is intended for service, no cheap materials In It. s
feel encouraged to continue my efforts in thesame direction. With a feeling of much appre pretty small potatoes hardly bring
C .G . BLATCHLEY, M nfr.,
ciation for favors received in the past, I hope to
| 2 5 N . J u n i p e r S t., P h i l a d e l p h i a , P a . |
enough to pay the farmer for shipping
merit the future patronage of the public.
Opposite Broad Street Station, P. It. JR.
I® " Will meet trains at all Stations. Orders them to market. All of the sand lowIIIIUUIIIUIIUlUilUIIIIIUIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIUIIIIIIUHl
BUYING
YOUR
received by telephone or telegraph.
95
B ookkeeping,
Tenth Year.
PAJLiTIS
Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
medium grades should then be kept
A rithm etic,
Thorough.
B U S IN E S S
P en m a n sh ip ,
Individual
COLLEGE,
a n d a ll th e
Instruction.
for Wiuter feeding. The potatoes that
1710 C h e s tn u t S t.,
C bm m ercial
Situations
JOHN W. 1-0 ( 11. President. F. G. IIOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer.
P h ila d e lp h ia . _
|
__
B ranches.
A SUCCESSFUL
are turned into good meat pay more
Tie
um of c o st
T
T
' m axim um o f know ledge a t t h e m inimFurnished.
Writefar circulars.
T H E O . W . P A L M S , P r e s t.
COLLEGEVILLE
than a dollar per barrel, and this price
P A Y S 3 P E R C E N T , in te r e s t on Tim e Deposits. P A Y S 2 P E R CE N T , In te re s t on A ctive Accounts,
ts a s jk;x ecutor, T rustee, G u ard ian , Assignee, Com m ittee, Receiver, A gent, and in all tr u s t capacities.
cannot always be obtained for them
Becomes S u re ty for those actin g in fiduciary relations. In su res T itles to Real E sta te and m ortgages. In
snres certified general searches. R ents Boxes in b u rg lar proof vaults. Send for book w ith full explanations.
this Winter.
eirce
Does not say mucli. Its success is
As feed for dairy cows the potatoes
A representative American
-FOR YOURthe best evidence of public
pay well, but they must be given prop
Business School for both
appreciation.
ELI. S. RIEGNER, Prop’r.
erly, and not fed indiscriminately.
sexes.
OF
THE
. . . . . . . THIRD AND FOURTH FIOOR.
Merely talking of low prices and exceptional The owner of a few dairy cows this
bargains does not satisfy buyers. The doing of
o r R E C O R D B U IL D IN G . . .
-----FRESH----it is the thing that brings and holds trade. Our Winter need not worry about his sur
—I N —
9 1 7 -9 1 9 C h e s t n u t S t r e e t
success is the result of our honorable, consist plus potato crop.
Where
Winter
P h il a d e l p h ia
me
ent business methods. These are epitomized in
B R E A D ,
the few words, honest work, honest prices, fair dairying is carried on the potatoes
THOMAS MAY PEIRCE, A. M .. PH. D.
treatment,
large
assortment
of
ready
selling
pat
F o u n d e r a n d P rin c ip a l.
will supply the need for root crops
R O L L S ,
terns of
A Commercial School of high grade, which
very
satisfactorily,
or
when
fed
with
P L A IN AND A R T IS T IC D ESIGNS,
—&ç., &c.,—
Furniture, Carpets,
couples a good English education with a system,
a tic business training.
pumpkins or turnips or beets, they
Bedding,
Feather*,
E V E R Y MORNING
0 - 1 S T YEAR« - ■« <
—GO TO—
will increase the flow of milk most de
^ ■
u n d e r th e sam e P rin c ip a l*
Shade*, Faney I.amps.
^ A complete all-around equipment for business
cidedly. In many ways they are as
life, including the English branches, with BookToilet Set*, Decorated Dinner
Xc© C r e a m ,
222 BRIDGE STREET,
keeping, Shorthand, Correspondence, Mercantile
valuable as grain for this purpose.
and Tea Set*.
Customs and Forms, Commercial Law and Geog
Different
flavors, during the Season. '
raphy, Banking, Finance, Economics and Civics.
All
work
guaranteed
and
priees
the
lowest;
call
and
be
convinced.
They keep the system ' of the cow in
A FEW PRICES :
Parties, Plc-Nics and weddings supplied a t
excellent condition, and prevent them
Entrance examinations held daily throughout
short notice, on reasonable terms.
theyear. Enrollment blanks on application.
BEDROOM SUITS,
$13 to $75 from drying up, which they are so apt
Penna.
PARLOR SUITS,
15 to 65 to do in Winter. The way to feed Phœnixville,
J. A. JOHNSON,
Speaker Reed and Max O' Rell on last Graduation
SIDEBOARDS,
*
5.00 to 25.00 them is to give a peck of potatoes
Lay, free.
Graduates are Successfully
HUSK and COTTON MATTRESSES, $2.75 to $4 about once a day in place of the grain
) # > > A s s is te d t o P o s itio n s .
COTTON
«
5.00 to 7.50 diet, or feed them potatoes two or
H . E . B R A N D T , Proprietor*
three days in succession, and tjien
q u its
4ÎM
NICELY DECORATED DINNER
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)
-^COLLEGEVILLE-**
skip several days. The animal will The Largest
And Dealer in
8ET,
$8.50
tbe best
and
show a keener relish for the corn or
RIFLES and
Repairing of all kinds done. All persons
Best
Assorted
*
B
eef
,
V
eal
and
M
utton .
needing anything in the Housefurnlshing line grain after the potato feed than before,
Stock of
will make a great mistake by not examining our and the whole system will be stimu
In the Finest and Latest Design*, at Low Figure*.
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
AMMUNITION
complete line before placing your orders else
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c„ promptly day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
lated by the change. Young calves
where.
executed.
r
— INweek. Thankful to the public for past favors he
love
potatoes,
and
do
well
on
them.
R. H. G ra te r, P ro p rie to r.
US’" All stock on hand, Including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at a sacri invitee continued patronage. Highest cash price
Goods delivered free.
fice to make room for new work.
The pigs are very fond of boiled FH ILA D ELPH IA 1
paid for calves.
John L. B ech tel,
J. A. JOHNSON.
H. E. BRANDT,
potatoes, and they fatten off them
ROYERSFORD, PA. l^Jsn.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. faster than any other single diet. Boil
the potatoes thoroughly in a big ket Loaded Shells a Specialty.
tle, adding a little cornmeal, and a few
C O L L E G E V IL L E
apples if they are handy. Mix to
o ller
a j ILLS! gether thoroughly, and feed to the
pigs either warm or cold. They will
OLLER
m ILLS! relish such a diet, and thrive nicely off 8oc.IO a n d 12 N. Sixth S t.
TO BUY YOUR CLOTHING AT WEITZENKORNS
-------- A L L KINDS OF -------it
during
the
Winter
months.
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Horses likewise eat the potatoes
B E D ATTSF ’ We are Pott9to,VD’8 Largest and Most Progressive Clothiers,
D u u n u D L i . having thousands of dollars invested in Clothing alone, thus
greedily, and grow strong and fat off
enabling
us to show you the largest and finest assortment in the city. Because
MADE TO ORDER, which I guarantee to be
them. Now as to the question of do
we exhibit scores of tasty styles, exclusive with us. Because our Clothing in
superior to any in the market.
How is this for a
ing injury to the farm animals, it can
style, fit and finish is equal to fine custom work. Because our guarantee of Great Slaughter in Prices I—For the
I am making a specialty of Cut-unders and
shot at prices?
be
said
that
any
watery
food
will
pro
absolute
satisfaction or money refunded goes with every sale. Because it next30 days I will reduce Hand-made Harness
Phaeton Seat Curving Buggies. Call and ex
Our Own Make and Western, Examine orders now under construction.
never was more true than it is to-day—that it pays to buy at Weitzenkorn’s, to Factory Prices. Any one ordering harness in
duce evil results if piled into the ani
tor never was our store so replete with money saving opportunities in new, the next 30 days may have the benefit of these
HAVE NOW IN (STOCK :
cellent Grade.
mals day after day as fast as they will
seasonable merchandise.
One Ladies’ Phaeton, new.
eat it. Potatoes, like wheat., must be
prices,—everything else In proportion. Blankets,
One Duplex Express, new.
Guaranteed, carefully packed
Saddles, Bridles, Boots, Whips, Stable B-ooms,
fed judiciously and intelligently. If
25 in a box, 500 In a case,
W e give you the best $5.00 Knockabout Men’s Suits.
One Four PasseDger Phaeton, as good as new.
lS gauge, 91.29 p e r 100
Combs, Brushes, etc.
One Jump-seat Carriage, in good order.
given in the proper quantities, and the
10 “
1.40
“
W e give you the best $7.50 All-wool Mixed Cheviot Men’s Suit.
Several Second-top Buggies and Light Ex
O ur No, 900
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Bok
animals
watched,
no
harm
will
follow,
press Wagons.
trade a specialty.
BREECH LOADING
-A N D W e give you the best $8.50 Black and Blue Clay or Cheviot Suit.
but good results will be obtained in a
W . E JOHNSON,
SHOT GUN
First-class Painting and Varnishing at reason
year when potatoes are destined to be
W e give you the best $10.00 All-wool Scotch Homespun Men’s
able rates.
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
low.
Repairing of all kinds promptly attended to
^ $ 9 . 5 0
Suits, all shades that are up to date.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows :

OF INTEREST 10 THE PUBLIC

Undertaker and Embalmer

THE

Undertaker and Embalmer

¥
¥
¥
¥

M oney - S av ed

BLATCHLEY
PUMP

Roberts Machine Co.

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co,— Capital i $250,000

P

I

3 CONCERN £

5CN00L

B A K E R Y !1

/

C e m e te ry

W o rk ,

MARBLE OR GRANITE,

Reading1Shoe Co.,

H . L , S A Y L O R , COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

fJunterS’

Enterprise Marble Works.

SuPP^eS

Monuments, Tombstones, op ITALi ,t I 00R Gnlmrat" MAR'

Carriage Works !

E. K . TRYÛN, JR .

R

9

&00,

BANG!

PLEASURE & BUSINESS WAGONS

WHEAT BRAN

CLÜB or RIYAL
LOADED SHELLS

RYE FEED !
OUR OWN MAKE.

Giddiness

Headaehes

CORN BRAN.

Deafness

Failing Sight |5|F“ A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds

Head Noises

o f Feed.
Highest
Cash
Prices Paid for Wheat
Eye Glasses
at all Times.
Eye Medicine

Catarrh
Running Ear

Spectacles

Th. above symptoms successfully treated by

D r .W .J . D A V IS

EYE and EAR SPECIALIST,
King and Charlotte Sts., Pottstown.
Opposite Baptist Church.

P A 1 S T B R O S .,
JOLLEGKVILLK.

—

PENNA.

(iGristock &Vanderslice,ijjS
Collegeville, Pa.,
DBA.LBBSIN

REFERENCES : — Rebecca Garber, Emma
Bradford, Trappe, Pa.; B. F. Garber, Black
Rock ; Aug. Kehl, Mrs. S. Y. Eisenberg, Cora
Brooke, Limerick ; J. Newton Kugler, Pierce
Kogler, D. H. Rudy, Dora Dunlap, Linfield ;
'Squire Rosenberger, Spring City ; S. B. Latshaw, Royersford ; Mrs. H. F. Geist, Oaks ;
George Bobb, Rahns Station ; Mrs. Klenmer,
Spring Mount ; F. D. Wolford, Salfordville ;
Mrs. H. F. Hunsberger, Ironbridge.
4jy.

T H E SICK HEALED,

The WEAKMADESTRONG
If you are sick or debilitated, do not be dis
couraged. Compound Oxygen has wrought
many wonderful cures and has given strength
to many. We know this to be true from our
own experience of twenty-five years, and we
are ready to furnish abundant proof.
It is worth your while to examine the evi
dence, which you can do by writing to us. We
will send you, free of charge, our book of two
hundred pages with numerous testimonials and
records of surprising cures of asthma, bron
chitis, consumption, catarrh, rheumatism, nerv
ous prostration, neuralgia and other forms of
disease and debility.
Home treatment is sent out. by express, to be
used at home. Office treatment is administered
here. The effect of both treatments is the same.
Consultation free.
Our success has given rise to many imitations.
Avoid disappointment and loss of money, as
there is but one genuine Compound Oxygen, by
sending to

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
1529 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
San Francisco, Cal., Toronto, Canada.
VTORRISTOWN HERALD BOOK
-A-w B IN D E R Y . Binding, Job Ruling, Per
forating, Paging, Numbering, Blank Books for
Banks and Business Houses, given special atten
tion. Magazines bound and and repairing done
quickly and cheaply. Estimates cheerfully
furnished. Address, MORGAN R. WILLS,
Proprietor,
8Imr,

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LUM BER,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
PICKETS,

CEDAR AND

CH ESTN U T

RAILS.

L e h i g h and Schuyl ki ll

FERTILIZERS FOR GRAPES.
Some years ago I found that Dela
wares do best on clay, or heavy clay
loam. Later on I found that a fertil
izer containing potash induced a more
rapid and vigorous growth. Now I
use about 600 ibs. per acre of a fertil
izer containing eight per cent, phos
phoric acid and 10 per cent, potash.
Every few years I apply from 15 to 20
bushel of water-staked lime per acre.
The result is my Delawares have paid
ten times over the amount expended
for material. The Concord grape does
well on clay loam, while the Catawba
thrives best in loose, gravelly, porous
soils, with exposure to air and sun
shine. That is why the Catawba
reaches such excellence in the Lake
Keuka region, and, as the soil is thin
and poor, growers there And stable
manure necessary for the growth of
wood. There is another point. All
grapes succeed best on laud^ well
cultivated and thoroughly drained.
As every grower knows that grapes
do not like “wet feet,” they should be
planted on lands where the heat and
air can go to the roots.—American
Agriculturist.

I t is a s u r e s h o t . . .

W rite or call for our de*
scriptive Catalogue, giving
prices in detail or all Ammu*
nftion, Guns, etc.

J. B. SHANNON & SONS
1020 Market Street,

D e p a rtm e n t fo r L ittle M en. Let us call your attention to our
Special All-wool $2 and $2.50 Suits, 12 styles to select from. All honest
wearing goods. You that can afford to pay $3.50, $4 and $5 for your Boy’s
Suit, it will well repay you to see the extraordinary values we give at these
figures.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Established 1837.

Sä T

BAILEY’S

PURE
RYE
Black Label, 1.00
Green “
1.25
Yellow “
1.50
White “
1.75
Perfection Brand
(12 years), 2.00

Fall Overcoats,

F L

O

T

t

C O A L.
:r , 7

Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
OATS, L IN S E E D M EAL,
AND CAKE M EAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

■ANSY P IL L S !
S afe and s u r e , send 4 c . for" woman' s safe
GUARDI' Wilcox S p e c if ic C o. P hiul .Ra.

J ^ I f you have, anything to sell,
advertise it in the Independent.

09

Have had fifteen years’ experience in the busi
ness. Harness and Horse Goods in stock, and
every description of harness made to order.

—— f t LOOM TO WEARER) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• THE ONLY CLOTHIERS SELLIMfl DIRECT FROM LOOM TO WEARER

Huey & Christ

B E S T S Y O C k C L O T H S AND B E S T TAILORING IM

1207Market St.

IMEN S and BOYS’ CLOTHING

PHILADELPHIA
Endorsed by D r. W m . R . D . Blackwood, of
Philadelphia, as the best W hiskey for invalids.

AT

TO FARMERS!

'

W et and Dried, pronounced to be the

BEST CATTLE

and
---------See report fo New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station. For sale by
^

p ooD

’M i l

FRAZER AXLE
GREASE

026-928
Jku’
ket$t,
PHILADELPHIA

*

A handsome appearance is worth 1
or 2 cents a pound in selling poultry.
T h e ab o v e In th e p a s t fifteen y e a rs hag
c u re d o v er 200,000 e ith e r o f L iq u o r o r M or
Short-legged fowls fatten quickly.
p h in e D iseases. T h e U. S. G o v e rn m e n t uses
th e cu re for th e o ld so ld iers. H u n d re d s h a v e
Long-legged ones are hard to fatten.
b een c u re d in P h ila d e lp h ia a n d v ic in ity . I n
O xford, P a . a lo n e o v e r 20 h a v e b een cu red .
If the hens or pullets are thin with
F o r fu ll p a rtic u la rs c a ll o n o r a d d re ss T h .
K e e l e y I n s t i t u t e , 8 1 2 K . B r o a d S t., P J h lla .
pale combs, examine them carefully
for lice.
When the fowls have a good range
at this time, care must be taken not to
overfeed them.
Feed hens only as much as they will
Cleanse the Bowels and Purify the Bloodl
Diarrhoea, Dysentery and Dyspepsia,
eat up clean at certain hours, other andCure
give healthy action to the entire systemwise they will get too fat.
If a pullet is hatched and does not
get a good start, she will remain use
less until nearly a year old.
Fowls should not be killed when Best in the World!
they have full crops, or the flesh will Get the GeRuine!
turn blue and dark around the crop.
Sold Everywhere!
CDr)
If given the choice, hens will always
o t ic e i
prefer bones broken up the size of
Threshing and feed cutting done at short
grains of corn to ground hone or bone- notice and upon reasonable terms by
TIIEO. M. CASSELBERRY,
meal,
15no.
Ironbridge P. O., Pa.

N

Pottstown Pa

TRAPPE, PA.

HF* All kinds of repairing promptly attended to.

y

THE KEELEY CURE

-

Cut properly, consequently fit well.

Car or Toll Fare Paid to Purchasers.

CLOTH WEAVERS AHD CLOTHING MAKERS
> • • • • • • • • 1 SAVE TWO PROFITS!• • • • • • • • • • • • • • «

POULTRY NOTES.

-

to $1 5 .

Store for the Light Purse Buyers,

3 29 N o r t h B r o a d A 3 1 s t A T h o m p s o n S ts ,
P H IL A D E IiP H IA , P A .

COAL.

$5

A. W EITZEN K O R N & SONS, Harness Manufacturer,

A T ALL
R E T A IL E R S

J . A. & J . MACAULAY

John M . L atsh aw ,

Better qualities at 12, 15 and $18 at a saving of 3 to $5.

■ w RIG PROFITS

-ON-

SMALL INVESTMENTS.

Returning prosperity will make many rich, but nowhere can they make so much within a
short time as by successful Speculation in Grain. Provisions and Stock.

$

10.22

FOR EACH DOLLAR INVESTED cau be made by our

S y stem a tic F la n o f S p ecu lation

P

A

T

E N T S

Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for M O D ES A T E F E E S.
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business in less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ington,
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,’’ with refer
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town. Address
C. A. SNOW <fe GO.,
l4oc) Opposite Patent Offleft.
n f!.

ARE YOU A SUFFERER ?
Are you suffering pain and distress due to
hemorrhoids (bleeding piles) ; or the Intoler
able aggravation and pain of itching (o r blind)
piles ? or any rectal disease ? If so, then lose
no time in securing both

Relief and C u re !
No matter how long standing your case is, if
there is no cancer involved, your case is curaable. Call on or address :

DR. B. H. MARKLEY,
originated by us. All successful speculators operate on a regular system.
It Is a well-known fact that there are thousands of men in all parts of the United States who,
:
READING, PA.
by systematic trading through Chicago brokers, make large amounts every year, ranging from a 19 South 9th Street.
few thousand dollars for the man who Invests a hundred or two hundred dollars up to $50,000 to
$100,000 or more by those who invest a few thousand.
It is also a fact that those who make the largest profits from comparatively small investments
A FTER ALL OTHERS FAIL
on this plan are persons who live away from Chicago and invest through brokers who thoroughly
CONSULT THE
__ T
_ T T_
understand systematic trading.
RELI ABLE I IT* I l A n h
Our plan does not risk the whole amount Invested on any trade, but covers bo’h sides, so that OLDSPECIALIST
-¿—S -i- • -I—1' - / K J K J
whether the market rises or falls It brings a steady profit that piles up enormously in a short time.
Write for convincing proof*, also our Manual on successful speculation and our
Daily Market Report, full of money-making pointers. Ail free. Our Manual explains margin
trading fully. Highest references in regard to our standing and success.
For further information address

329 N. 15th St. below CalloiMll,PMa., Pa.

To secure a positive and permanent cure of
E brors or Youth and Loss op Manhood and
of all diseases of the Blood , K id n e y s , Blad 
d e r , Sk in and Nervous System consult at
THOMAS & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
once Dr. L o bb . He guarantees in all cases
by E xcesses , I m pru d en ce or I n h e r it 
lau6m.
2 4 1 -2 4 2 R ialto Building, CHICAGO, ILL. cansed
ance to restore to H ealth and Stren g th by
building up the shattered nervous system and
adding new life and energy to the broken down
constitution. Consultation and examination
ED HORSES and DEAD HORSES
oarding stable
free and strictly • confidential. Office hours,
and COWS will be removed by the under
For Horses at the Jeffersonville Hotel ; daily and Sunday, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m., and
signed upon request. Higest price paid for rates reasonable
;
the
most
careful
attention
6 to 9 evenings. Read his book on Errors of
worn-out-horses. THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.
given to all horses entrusted to my care ; teams Youth and obscure diseases of both sexes. Sent
Ironbridge, Pa.
to hire.
JOHN FRYER, Hostler.
free.
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